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The official helicopter of Whistler Blackcomb
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Experience the exhilaration of North America’s first Bromley Baseboard Park and
newest winter thrill in the spectacular Callaghan Valley at Whistler Olympic Park.
Get started on the 200m long learning slope before progressing to the full hill. Our
guides will show you the basics. Take a lesson, ride solo or go head-to-head on
the dedicated 1,500m long course. Take the chairlift back to the top and do it
all over again!

604.964.0060 x 2460 | baseboardingwhistler.com
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The Ziptrek Ecotours adventure area is located
directly above Whistler Village, in the
spectacular temperate rainforest valley
between Whistler and Blackcomb Mountains.
Our Guest Services desk is in the Carleton Lodge
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Born in the Canadian Coast Mountain wilderness,
Arc’teryx is built on the principle of obsessive,
precise design and production. Our in-house
manufacturing and design centres allow us to
evolve and build products the right way.

Available at Arc’teryx Whistler
104–4338 Main Street
Whistler Village, BC

FEETFIRST

Fred Burfield on his John Deere tractor towing West Vancouver mayor and council members on a tour of Hollyburn Ridge, circa 1950. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HOLLYBURN HERITAGE SOCIETY.

Feet First
Look at this picture: The West Vancouver mayor and council out for a rip on Hollyburn Ridge – lots
of smiles, some happy kids in the back; another fine day exploring the mountains together.
This picture is older than me, but even I remember the days before people were expected to wear
helmets every time they started having fun, and when getting together was reason enough to put
on your finest duds. I can even recall that long-forgotten era when people would all sit down
together for meals and sometimes even speak to each other while making eye contact.
It sounds crazy, I know, because these days society seems hell-bent on isolating us as much as
possible — we text instead of talk, Skype instead of meet. We eat in our car and buy books from
home, further shrinking into whatever guarded shell we’ve constructed (or been pushed into) to
keep us insulated from each other and the world.
But it’s not healthy to live like that. Human beings are fundamentally motivated by a need to
belong, by an instinct to find like-minded souls and become a part of something larger. There’s a
reason a chairlift has more than one seat.
And that’s what this issue is all about — people who come to the mountains and discover a sense
of belonging. This is an issue about who we do what we do with, and why.
This is the Tribe issue. Share it with a friend.
– Feet Banks
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GT
MEMORIAL
A Man and Our Memories — No Bindings Allowed

By Stuart Andrews
Our story begins in 1992 with a couple of shiesty
individuals living in Legoland (Whistler Creekside)
who got tired of being chased by American
tourists on powder days and relocated to the
Kootenays. Their endless hunt for the deepest
snow landed them in a very small and quiet town
I cannot name as I have a home there, and I don’t
want it burned to the ground.
Back then however, word slowly seeped out and
adventurous shredders looking for peace and quiet
began to populate this tiny town. One of them was
a man most of the West Coast snowboard community knows as “GT.” His name was Greg Todds
and I miss him and his hugs every day.
Greg was a creative guy who didn’t need to follow
trends to have a great time. In the mid-90s, he
and Al Clark hand-dug the first “superpipe” (now
an Olympic standard) for a snowboard camp they
held on Brohm Ridge above Squamish.

JENNA LOW PHOTOS.

Greg was always innovating, and the new sensations he experienced riding endlessly deep and
totally unpopulated pow led him to design a
bindingless snowboard, and pioneer something
we all now call noboarding (no, Burton didn’t
invent it).
Greg died riding his creation in the mountains
in front of his house on the thirteenth of January,
2005. He left behind two children and about
1,000 people who loved him deeply. This love
was instantly manifested into the annual GT
Memorial race and charity auction with all
proceeds to his kids, Lilly and Ashton. At first,
it was just the locals and Greg’s core friends
from Revelstoke, Lake Louise and Whistler. As
the years passed, however, word got out in the
broader snowboard community and the GT
Memorial just kept growing and getting more
fun as real mountain people arrived to celebrate
the man and his spirit.
And this town I can’t mention is not easy to

get to from any direction — there are highway
passes that seem to be closed more than they
are open and the other route involves riding
on a boat. As the years passed, though, more
big-name pro snowboarders began making the
pilgrimage and now even Whistler skiers are
showing up to ride noboards and partake in the
festivities honouring Greg.
The day consists of a timed noboard race plus
the infamous “Asian Canadian” Downhill on a
slope that can only be accessed by a 20-kilometre snowmobile ride. Volunteers set up a
charity Caesar bar, barbecue and a massive
fire at the bottom of the slope/finish line where
everyone gets drunk and screams Greg’s name
all day. This is followed by an auction/dance
party back at the unnamed town’s community
hall where I get to scream Greg’s name some
more while auctioning off very generous donations from the locals, the pros, and anyone in
the mountain community who understands the
value of gathering the tribe for a good cause.

During the last nine years of this madness,
photographer Jenna Low has hosted many,
many GT Memorial participants at her home.
With the help of friends she also cooks dinner
for the whole town every year, helps with the
setup and scrapes everything back together in
the aftermath.
Somehow, Jenna has also managed to consistently shoot amazing photos of the event year
after year and now, on the tenth anniversary of
Greg’s death, she’s assembled a compilation
of stories and photos from friends that were
touched by this great man. The book is called
A Man Named Greg and anyone who has lost a
friend in the mountains should own it. The book
and the GT Memorial are also great examples of
the inexplicable-yet-so-astonishing support and
love that mountain communities have for each
other.
Buy ‘A Man Named Greg’ online at blurb.ca
and buy a noboard pad at noboard.ca.
WINTER/SPRING 2015
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Cool accommodations for those with
money to burn
By Feet Banks
Everyone loves a good snow fort and, according to longtime Whistler
local Doug Washer, the Coast Mountains are the best place in Canada to
build them.
“It’s one of the coolest things about living here,” Doug says. “We are
not a minus 50 degrees Celsius arctic environment; we are a minus 5
degrees Celsius environment. The snow we have here allows us to build
large, strong structures, but they’re also comfortable. You can’t do that
with colder, dryer snow.”
Doug’s not talking about hollowing out the snowbank at the end of your
driveway though, or even a perfect backcountry snowcave. The four to
five snow forts Doug builds each winter are actually more like ice castles,
and they ain’t cheap.
“Everything we do is custom,” says Doug Washer. “It’s all very exclusive
to people’s wishes and desires. If someone wants a snow hotel built
beside the opening of an ice cave with a hole bored into the glacier to
chill their champagne... we can do that, we have done that.”
Washer creates literal castles made of ice for super high-end clientele
who come to Whistler looking to step things up and live their snowy
fantasies. “The ice castles are more focused on private entertaining,”
he explains. “There’s usually some kind of celebrity attached. The last
one was for 38 people, but the largest one ever had over one hundred
people. It was 8,000 square feet of snow and ice with 11 towers, 15,000
red roses, music, fireworks and pyro effects. People are always pretty
amazed at how comfy and luxurious we can get with just snow and ice.”
Any building of that scale is difficult to construct, but to create one from
snow and ice requires technique and artistry. Doug’s crew consists of
local artists, contractors and film industry professionals. “Everything is
hand-built and hand-carved once we get the main structures up,” he says.
“We put the snow through a process, it’s a bit of a secret, but the snow
here has fantastic insulating qualities and great structural integrity.

“If someone wants a snow hotel built beside the
opening of an ice cave with a hole bored into the
glacier to chill their champagne... we can do that,
we have done that.”
Temperatures inside the snow hotels will hover around zero degrees so
we can outfit people with plush down duvets rather than minus 40-rated
mummy bags. Of course, we preheat the beds, too. We have tricks up
our sleeves.”
Those tricks, and solid word-of-mouth referrals, keep Doug and his crew
pretty busy, but more than a bit of Doug’s success comes from his
child-like enthusiasm to just go build cool stuff.
“I think it takes many of us back to our childhood,” he says. “I grew up
in Montreal boring tunnels into the snowbanks and now it’s a bit more
elaborate, but that fun, carefree environment is still there.”
Except now it’s catered and the champagne is always perfectly chilled.
headlinemountainholidays.com

PHOTO COURTESY DOUG WASHER.
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Daryl Treadway and the author examining the
views (and snow) just outside of Pemberton.
DELANEY ZAYAC PHOTO.
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Pemberton Nurtures a New
Big Mountain Identity
By Joe Lax
A road sign along the side of Highway 99, just south of the Pemberton
Valley advises, “Adventure begins here.” While it’s tough to imagine
the genesis of adventure residing in a ditch beside a set of high voltage
power lines — I believe the sign was meant to invoke a broader scope.
The reality is that a certain type of adventure really does begin here. The
Pemberton Valley is the epicentre of big mountain riding in southwest
British Columbia. Ski builder and Canadian ski legend Johnny Foon
likens Pemberton to “the hub of the wheel,” with ridgelines and subranges expanding outward in all directions like spokes, creating a wheel
of shred-ability amongst the mountains of the Sea to Sky.
The large mountain geography and obvious beauty of the Pemberton
Valley creates a profound connection for its inhabitants. Historically, the
fertile valley soil and large timber that lined the side hills enticed many to
a life more aligned with the natural environment. Lately, the snow-capped
peaks have been a major draw and many locals hoping to access them
frequently have found ways to make a living that allows them to stay in
tune with the mountains. The community has a rich cottage industry with
graphic designers, screen printers, artists, shop owners, trades, forestry
workers and farmers all working and playing amongst these mountains
and their powdery offerings.
Pemby is also home to more than a few professional shreds, including
those who grew up riding here, like Kye Petersen, Callum Pettit and Austin
Ross. The local scene has also nurtured a tight-knit crew of snow-related
companies that are innovating and creating products while living in the
shadow of some of the best riding in the world. Born out of a desire to
advance the riding experience for themselves and others, companies
such as FYi Design Dept. (garments), Cheetah Factory Racing (snowmobile
accessories), Billy Goat Technologies (ascent plates), Foon Skis, as well
as Hightide Snowboards and Dissent Labs (compression ski socks) all
call Pemberton home.
“It’s great to be submersed in an area with like-minded people,” says Tom
Routh, owner and lead designer at FYi. “It keeps our design work honest, to
be surrounded by people who are living the mountain lifestyle and ripping
big mountain descents on a regular basis.”

Continued
WINTER/SPRING 2015 MOUNTAIN LIFE 21

Routh moved to Pemberton shortly after a “game-changer” heli drop on
Mount Currie with local snowboarder Kevin Smith in 2001. The FYi studio
now sits at the base of the iconic mountain and Routh draws inspiration
from looking up at the lines on its north face. “I grew up in the mountains,
but my job had pulled me to the city. It never made sense to me, to be
designing and building snow equipment in an urban environment.”

Ski builder and Canadian ski legend Johnny Foon
likens Pemberton to “the hub of the wheel,” with
ridgelines and sub-ranges expanding outward in all
directions like spokes, creating a wheel of shred-ability
amongst the mountains of the Sea to Sky.
Key components of FYi’s design success are their product’s durability
and functionality in rugged terrain and variable weather, which the Coast
Mountains near Pemberton have plenty of.
Cheetah Factory Racing (CFR) evolved into existence in 1999, when pro
snowboarder Dave Basterrechea began thinking of ways to carry his
snowboard while snowmobiling in the Pemby backcountry and hunting
down some of the nastiest lines ever ridden in the area. The standard at
the time was to strap your board to your backpack, but Dave B. started
tinkering around and invented a customized rack to securely hold his
board to the back of his snowmobile.
As sled-accessed skiing and snowboarding evolved, CFR has grown with
it. Dave B. tests his products in his backyard, and he is committed to
beating down on his prototypes before they hit the market. “The snowmobiling and trails in the Pemberton area are some of the roughest around.
We design and test everything we make here. If our product can handle
these conditions, we find they hold up anywhere.”
The magic of Pemberton is more than the products created there, however.
Dave B. mentions a local bond he calls the “Pemberton Collective,” a
group of businesses that support and collaborate with each other. Having
the CFR workshop next to Johnny “Foon” Chilton — owner of Foon Skis

Continued
TOP: Johnny Foon eyeballs his latest creation. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO.
ABOVE: Logan Pehota on Mount Currie with the Pemberton Valley far below. JOHNNY FOON PHOTO.
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Sun Peaks

TWO NEW ZONES
OF ALPINE TERRAIN
CANADA’S SECOND LARGEST SKI AREA!

– NEW FOR 2014/15 –

WHISTLER BLACKCOMB
UNLIMITED PASSHOLDERS

SAVE 50%
OFF LIFT TICKETS AT
SUN PEAKS RESORT

Unlimited days, no restrictions!

Photos: Adam Stein, Kelly Funk

Explore 4,270 acres across three mountains, with new advanced terrain
added this winter. And talk about convenience… you can pop into the
ski-through village to restaurants, cafés and your hotel at moment’s notice.

www.SunPeaksResort.com/WB

1.855.975.6788
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Eric Pehota finding the entrance on Mt Currie. JOHNNY FOON PHOTO.

— has helped keep Basterrechea in check when his work becomes overwhelming. Foon has been known to talk him into closing up shop early
so the pair can hit the Duffey Lake Road whenever it becomes obvious
they are blowing it by staying in the valley.
Johnny Foon brings a very soulful approach to his boutique ski brand.
He spent a large portion of the 80s and 90s putting down first descents
all over the Coast Mountains and was part of a hungry ski scene that
pushed big mountain skiing into a new era, helping get it to where it is
today. As one of North America’s premier ski mountaineers, Foon desired
a ski that performed better in the mountains he rode.
“As a pro rider working with big ski companies, part of my job was to
help design a better big mountain powder ski,” says Foon. “But then I’d
consistently be told there wasn’t a big enough market for the ski I wanted
to build. I had to create Foon Skis to be able to build that ski.”
Since 2011, Foon has been “shaping” hand-built skis out of his shop in
the Pemberton Industrial Park using locally-sourced Yellow Cedar, a highelevation species that grows in some of the local areas Foon Skis are
ridden. It’s a connection Chilton doesn’t take lightly.
“The heart, or core of the ski, is made from wood that lived on the slopes
of these mountains and carries the living energy of the land and the
forest,” Foon explains. “Then the skis are made by someone who eats,
breathes, sleeps, plays, loves and lives on these same mountains. They
have all that energy in them, and energy is pure magic. That’s really
different from skis that are made in a big factory where someone is just
punching a time clock and looking forward to their next lunch break.”
Even at age 54, Foon himself seems to have plenty of that magic energy
within — he still frequents the backcountry regularly and skis lines that
people his age have typically retired from 20 years ago. Foon Skis allows
their creator to stay involved with the sport he is passionate about and
close to the endless lines just outside his doorstep. Even as Pemberton’s
24 MOUNTAIN LIFE
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population grows and the local mountains see more riders, Foon’s not a
dude to pine on about the glory days.
“Now there’s this super-tight community of like-minded people who are
able to live the dream, get out and just kill it on regular basis. I honestly
don’t think anyone in the world has a better scene or gets such highquality, big mountain riding on a regular basis as our little group of
mountain freaks.”

“Now there’s this super-tight community of like-minded
people who are able to live the dream, get out and just
kill it on regular basis. I honestly don’t think anyone in
the world has a better scene or gets such high-quality,
big mountain riding on a regular basis as our little
group of mountain freaks.” – Johnny Foon
Backcountry use is expanding across the Coast Mountains and the
Internet and social media are not easy on Pemberton’s “secret spots,”
but this new reality has only pushed exploration to the furthest reaches
of the known zones, and out into entirely new zones. It all really puts
into perspective just how much terrain is out there, and how most of it
remains untouched. And back in the hub of the wheel, an undeniable
stoke remains because at the end of the day, it is an inclusive community,
one that has each others’ backs, supports each others’ endeavours and
above all else, values time spent in the high country.
Find links, videos and more info on FYi, CFR, FOON Skis and other
Pemby shred companies at mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue.

There’s no place like home.

Artwork by Karen Love

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.698.5128 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com
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Erin McCardle Stiel
Selling Real Estate in Whistler/ Pemberton since 2003

www.whistlerpembertonrealestate.net
erin@wrec.com
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca
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The last tribe standing on Forbidden Plateau

Trevan Salmon, Forbidden Plateau. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.

By Feet Banks
As a ski resort, the nail in the coffin for Forbidden Plateau came at the hands of the 1998/99 La
Niña storm cycle, the one whose now-legendary snow dumps broke records across coastal BC.
At Forbidden Plateau, they also broke the lodge, literally collapsing the building and crushing the
resort’s future.
The area’s history is also the stuff of legends, but local snowboarder, Pat Kitto, sets the record
straight. “It was never an Indian battleground,” Pat explains. “The Comox tribe used to send the
women and children up here when they would battle with the neighbouring Cowichan tribe, to keep
them safe, but one time they came back up and the whole area was covered in blood red flowers
and all the families had disappeared into thin air. It was a forbidden place after that. Some people
think it’s a ghost mountain haunted by evil spirits, but we’re cool with them.”
Kitto and his buddies grew up riding at Forbidden and when ski operations ceased… “That’s when
we moved in,” he says. “OGs like Olaf, Trigger, Tooves, Joey, Bubbs... some of the main dudes
grew up on the road at the bottom of that mountain and some of us have bought property there to
keep close to the goods. The whole crew loves the natural terrain and with the ski hill abandoned,
we had our own private mountain.
Continued
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The ski runs are indeed still there, lying empty under one last
decrepit chairlift, and the road and parking lot still get plowed.
Forbidden Plateau also sees weekend action from tobogganers and
granola-munching ski tourers, but every spring since the winter of
1999, Kitto and his crew have bred new life into the creaky old hill
with JumpCamp, the most prestigious snowboard camps on the
Island.

Pat and his crew snowmobile-shuttle JumpCampers
all over the mountain, ensuring everyone gets a
turn at the hand-built jumps and features, natural
chutes and secret pow stashes.
“It’s for shredders of all ages and abilities who want to step it up
a notch,” says Pat, ringleader of JumpCamp and a firm believer in
sharing the stoke. Pat and his crew snowmobile-shuttle JumpCampers all over the mountain, ensuring everyone gets a turn at
the hand-built jumps and features, natural chutes and secret pow
stashes. JumpCamp is about that natural riding experience that
lured Kitto to Forbidden in the first place. “Over the years we’ve
watched campers grow from little groms to coaches, to pro shredders, to completely washed-up.”
The pride is obvious, JumpCamp, like the people who run it, is
about having fun riding natural terrain with anyone who understands
the awesomeness of having a private, abandoned, and possibly
haunted, powder paradise to rip around in.
jumpcamp.com
TOP LEFT: Jump Camp Posse. LEFT TO RIGHT: Patrick Kitto, Olaf Larsen, Bubba Muldoe, Damian
Toovey. DAVE PROTHERO PHOTO. TOP RIGHT: Frozen in time. Forbidden Plateau. LINDSEY
PATTINSON PHOTO. ABOVE: Joel Loverin, Forbidden Plateau, MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.
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SQUAMISH,
BC
HARDWIRED FOR ADVENTURE
IAN ROBERTSON PHOTOGRAPHY / TOURISM SQUAMISH

EXPERIENCE DOWNTOWN SQUAMISH FOR YOURSELF
LOCAL SHOPS • GREAT FOOD • FESTIVALS & EVENTS
#32 NEW YORK TIMES 52 DESTINATIONS TO VISIT IN 2015
#2 TOP TEN LIST OF TOYOTA BC’S BEST ROAD TRIPS FROM VANCOUVER
1 OF THE 12 BEST THINGS ABOUT THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST ADVENTURE JOURNAL.COM
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COMPARE&CONTRAST

Dollars

Vs.

By Chris Mansbridge

The Sea to Sky Corridor can be a tough place to make ends meet. To
offset the high cost of living, people rent smaller homes and have more
roommates. They share their cars, computers and skills. Money is often
hard to come by, so you don’t want it to leave your wallet easily. Your
network of friends makes every dollar stretch.

Jay Z. Rich

Big house with big property and no
roommates, just like your neighbours.
You don’t see each other much.

You get paid ridiculous amounts of money
to put up with people like you.

You have food in the fridge, but you’d
rather eat somewhere fancy.

Shares?
You buy low and sell high.

It’s a show you watch on your
$5,000 flat screen. Come tax time,
you “give back to it.”

The song is wrong,
you actually can buy love.

You pursue it in a luxurious ride
and track it with GPS.

Sense

Together, you find the means to meet needs, fix problems, and entertain
each other in ways that don’t require cash. This family you’ve created
provides what your pockets lack – but would it be easier and better to just
be filthy, stinkin’, bottle-poppin’-party-ain’t stoppin’, uber, super wealthy?
Let’s find out.

Vs.

Lay Z. Poor

Home

Your apartment is small with seven
roommates, just like your neighbours.
You have all the friends you want
and many you don’t.

Work

You’re bummed out that you can get
certified as a “Dishwashing Engineer.”

Diet

Your diet consists mostly of the
“condiment buffet” at the ski hill and backdoor hook-ups at the Spaghetti Factory.

Sharing

You borrow everything you can’t afford to
buy off of friends and you share what you
can afford with them. Everyone looks after
each other’s stuff.

Community

Love

The Pursuit
of Happiness

It’s what gets you through life.
Without it, you would’ve frozen to death
four Novembers ago.

It sounds strange, but it’s the reason
you’ve made it this far.

You’re already there.
Turns out, happiness is poor, too
(but it loves good company).
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THE MOUNTAINS, PEOPLE AND PLACES
THAT SHAPED MY LIFE

THE LIGHT BOX

Text and Photos by Eric Pehota

My sons, Logan and Dalton,
were asking me the other
day about ski mountaineering lines my friends and I
had pioneered back in the
day. I realized it was a good
opportunity for some quality
knowledge transfer of the
great experiences I’ve had
over the past 30 years. Out
came the slide projector
— family slide show at the
Pehota home.
I rallied my wife, Parveen, and
we all sat down alongside
numerous carousels of slides.
After the first 100 or so images the boys started asking questions about the places I went and the friends I went
with. My sons have met many of my old friends, but never had the opportunity to meet
some of the people in the slides. I have told a lot of stories about Trevor and Stevie — my
two mountain brothers who had hugely influenced my early adult life and helped shape
the person I am today — but my kids have never met them in the flesh. It’s a harsh
reality, but these are the consequences of a life lived while pushing the limits in the
mountains. Anyone who has lost a good friend knows what I am talking about and why it
is important for me to pass my knowledge and love of the mountains onto my sons. It is
a joy to watch them embrace it.
These slides take me back to a special time in my life. Technology has certainly changed
these days, but the pursuit of passion remains the same. To be able to pull out the projector
or the lightboard and re-live those great times in the mountains, those passionate characters... it’s special. And to be able to share those stories with a new generation, and
transfer some of that passion onto the next generation is important. The lost live forever
in the stories we tell.

FEATURED LEFT: Steve Smaridge
always said, “The closer you come to
the edge, the more alive you feel.”
THIS PAGE: Trevor Peterson: When
Trevor told a story he made people feel
like they were right there with him.
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HISTORY

A

Knight’s
Tale

Gordon Knight and the Pioneers
of Hollyburn Ridge

By Tami Knight
At the height of the Great Depression, as the
storm clouds of war gathered over the world,
Gordon Knight, my father, and some fellow Kitsilano High School students (and one teacher)
went up to visit Hollyburn Ridge on Vancouver’s
North Shore. Lions Gate Bridge was still under
construction then, so they took the ferry from
the foot of Columbia Street and carried just a
few cans of pork and beans for provisions. They
disembarked the ferry at Lawson Park in West
Van and walked up the mountain from there.
This trip fired Dad’s imagination and love for the
mountains so much that he bought himself a
pair of skis. To him, winter was the best time to
be in the mountains and skiing was the obvious
mode of mountain travel. This certainly did not
impress his Newfoundland-born mother during
those lean times. Dad recalled one night when
the ‘chicken’ dinner had very strange bones
and my grandmother finally admitted she had
fed the family a rabbit bought from a hobo for
a dime.

It was in 1924 that Scandinavian
immigrants established the first
commercial ski camp on the North
Shore Mountains.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: The Hollyburn Lodge in recent days. Chris Engh’s nice jump, Hollyburn, 1930s. The ski camp
at the Nasmyth Mill site, 1925. Gordon and Iola on Grouse Mountain peak in the Spring of 1948. Gordon and Iola on top of
Romstad, Hollyburn Mountain in the Spring of 1999. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HOLLYBURN HERITAGE SOCIETY.
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By the 1930s when Dad first visited, Hollyburn
Ridge already had a vibrant cabin and ski
community. It was in the autumn of 1924 that
Rudolph Verne, Eilif Haxthow and other Scandinavian immigrants fixed up the abandoned
Nasmyth mill cookhouse and some small cabins
to establish the first commercial ski camp on
the North Shore Mountains. In addition to skiing
and hiking trails, these chaps constructed large
ski jumps – five different ones over the course
of three decades.
Continued

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Entertaining a visitor at the Lodge, June 17, 1928 (Buddy Barker Collection). Fred Burfield’s restored Bombardier in Manning Park in 1983. Cross-country ski racers near
the Hollyburn Ski Camp at First Lake on Hollyburn Ridge, circa 1930s. Margaret Kippan is wearing bib No.19. (Margaret Ommundsen Collection). Hugh Aikens, Hollyburn Mountain, mid-1930s (Hugh
Aikens Collection). Sun bathing beside one of the Vancouver Ski Club cabins on the west side of First Lake in April 1947. Bud MacInnes & friend beside the Vancouver Ski Club cabin, First Lake, at the
beginning of their “Trip to the Lions”, 1937 (Bud & Naomi MacInnes Collection). PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HOLLYBURN HERITAGE SOCIETY.

The Great Depression was a time of productive
cabin building, simply because there wasn’t
paid work to be done and the joy of being in
the mountains took people’s minds off the Dirty
Thirties. People had a more rugged attitude towards food — a rogue black bear, shot for cabin
raiding, was made into burgers and shared
by all. Eventually, the community grew to 300
cabins, although most ultimately ended up reclaimed by the forest over the passing decades.
My father’s second cousin, Dick Maltby, had
a cabin on Hollyburn and the boys dubbed it
“Hellzapoppin.” While Dad wasn’t quite up to
the ski jumping that the Scandinavians loved
so much, he was certainly rather keen on
learning the “Arlberg” technique introduced
to America in 1936 by Austrian, Hannes
Schneider and still in use today. Dad became a
competent skier and, over the next few years,
he took to skiing Grouse and Seymour mountains. But his favourite was always Hollyburn.
Post World War II, Hollyburn Ridge, as a summer
and winter recreational area, passed into the
very capable hands of the Burfield family;
Joseph Harry “Pop”, his wife Emma Jane “Mrs.
Burfield” and their sons Harry and Fred. Although
it was the parents who established themselves
at the old ski lodge, Fred Burfield became the
36 MOUNTAIN LIFE
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long-term squire of the ridge and purveyor of
homemade soups, sandwiches and pies.
Born in 1918, Fred Burfield was a skilled
woodsman; the sort of pioneering man capable
of skinning and dressing a deer, baking a pie
from scratch or wrenching a tractor. Although
he and his wife Evy lived on the mountain with
their daughter Peggy, Evy passed away young
from cancer, leaving Fred a single dad. From
1946 to 1984, Fred taught skiing, ran the rope
tow, the concession and ski rentals at Hollyburn
Lodge before moving to Vancouver Island for a
well-deserved retirement.
To Vancouver locals, each of the three North
Shore ski mountains is distinctive in their
development and recreation potential and,
therefore, each have a unique culture all their
own. They are homespun in a way larger
resorts like Whistler are not. But without the
deliberate fanciness of ski lifts or restaurants,
Hollyburn Ridge remains anachronistically
unstuck on itself; the cross-country and backcountry area with the old lodge still serving
soup and sandwiches, as has been done for
the past eight decades.
In the fall of 1997, my parents, along with a
dedicated group of ancient skiers, met for their

annual get-together, the Pioneer Skiers Reunion.
The lodge, where they took their lunch, became
a focus of their concern; it was – in my father’s
engineering mind – becoming very derelict.
They decided it was worthwhile saving and were
inspired to start the Hollyburn Heritage Society,
with a primary goal of restoring the Hollyburn
Ski Lodge. A secondary goal was to “collect,
assemble, catalogue and share the history of
Vancouver’s North Shore mountains; in particular,
Hollyburn, Black and Strachan.”
Hollyburn Ski Lodge has sadly deteriorated
beyond restoration. That’s the bad news. The
good news is that it will be rebuilt in its present
image. Funds have been committed both privately and publicly, but about $300,000 is still
needed for this to happen.
Dad died in May of 2014 as the snow melted
on the North Shore Mountains. At age 92, he
had hung up his skis a few years previous and
given away his bike. He was ready, he said, “to
close the book on this story.” Of course, some
of his ashes will be scattered at First Lake in
that place that was so very near to his heart;
the ski and hiking trails of Hollyburn Ridge.
The Hollyburn Heritage Society has extensive
photos, stories and more. hollyburnheritage.ca
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EPICTRIP

On an unplanned ascent of Mount Logan it’s important to
keep your friends close, even if they’re half a world away
By Trevor Hunt

ABOVE: Mount Logan, 5,959 m (19,551 ft). Canada’s highest peak. CHRIS CHRISTIE PHOTO.
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With over fifteen years of backcountry experience, it pains me to describe my current scenario. Except
for my climbing harness and a few dangling ice screws, everything about my appearance wouldn’t seem out
of place on the local ski hill — small pack with lunch, fancy matching ski pants and shell, light puffy
jacket, gloves, toque, boots and skis — but I couldn’t be farther from the inbounds safety of the ‘hill’.
Instead, I’m near the highest point in Canada at
about 5,700 metres, on the summit plateau of
Mount Logan, with my climbing partner Tobin
at the other end of the rope. The ferocious wind
dares me to walk instead of crawl, and the minus
50 degree Celsius temperatures make a mockery
of my down jacket. A thick cloud materializing on
the top of the mountain threatens to blind us. And
we need to see. Without a map or GPS, visibility
is integral to safe navigation. All I have is a crude
drawing in my diary, which looks like a pirate’s
treasure map imagined by a six-year-old, where X
marks the summit. I must explain, we are ill prepared but we are not insane . . . we never intended
to be here. We were supposed to be 3,500 metres
closer to sea level and 40 kilometres away…
•••
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Most epics these days seem to begin with a bunch
of friends scouring the Internet and communicating
via an ever-lengthening email thread. This was
how Chris Christie, Tobin Seagel, Jon Johnston
and I had committed to our next adventure. The
equation was simple: find an un-skied zone, hire a
ski plane, hope the plane doesn’t get swallowed up
by a crevasse upon landing, heave the beer and skis
onto the glacier, set up basecamp, and voila! Three
weeks of first ski descents in the Yukon.
Sometimes it is just that easy, and we made it
onto the Mussel glacier, right near the Yukon/
Alasaka border without incident. But seconds before
flying away, our pilot informed us he would not be
coming back for the pickup in three weeks because
the snow on the glacier would be too mushy and
unstable to land. Furthermore, a quick glance at

our remote surroundings revealed that there was no
snow on the mountains for us to ski, only glaring
ice. The harmony within our little community of
four was immediately tested with the complete
collapse of our plan. After much brainstorming
and discussion, a new plan was hatched, involving a
brutal slog to higher altitude.
Three days later and around 40 kilometres of
trudging along endless highways of ice, we reached
Mount Logan’s King Trench basecamp in the
hopes that somewhere above, on Canada’s highest
mountain, there would be snow. We’d walked off
the edge of our maps however, and had no knowledge of the ascent route or how long it might take.
Time to call a friend.

Continued

The ferocious wind dares me to walk instead of crawl, and the minus
50 degree Celsius temperatures make a mockery of my down jacket.

After finding no skiable slopes, the crew slogs up the Mussel Glacier with gear-laden toboggans. CHRIS CHRISTIE PHOTO.
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“Soon, a single line wound its way across several pages of my diary with Logan’s many
false summits, ridges, plateaus, and major crevasses frantically sketched along the path.”
Tobin connected with his girlfriend Sophie on the
satellite phone and she searched Google for guided
trips to Logan. I used my inReach device to text my
friend Nevada who had grown up in Whitehorse
and had ties to the climbing community. After a
few hours, information started to come in about the
number of camps and approximate elevations. Although we had no information on the actual route,
the first part of the climb seemed obvious. So we
packed enough supplies for eight days and headed
up with the confidence that we’d “figure it out.”
That evening, we saw two tents perched at the
traditional Camp Three. As luck would have it,

this was the very spot where the route deviated
and our lack of knowledge could’ve gotten us into
trouble. The odds continued to defy explanation as
we discovered the tents belonged to a group guided
by Pemberton climber Rich Prohaska. None of us
had ever met him, but our Sea to Sky mountain
community is small, and we were soon laughing that
on a very international mountain such as Logan,
the only two groups on the mountain were from the
Whistler area. I spent the evening looking at Rich’s
topographical maps, as he attempted to describe the
route by calling out major landmarks. Soon, a single
line wound its way across several pages of my diary
with Logan’s many false summits, ridges, plateaus,

and major crevasses frantically sketched along the
path. I felt as joyful as a child in search of long-lost
treasure, yet the feeling was intensified by the reality
that injury or death was a possible outcome. It felt
like a real adventure.
The next day, we set out as a party of three because
Chris had fallen sick. Two days later, we were at
our highest camp and retreat was still a possibility in
bad weather, but from here onward the commitment
level was cranked to 9. We would have to lose elevation
and traverse the vast summit plateau, characterized
by large ‘football fields’ of flatness and several false
summits. Traditionally, parties push supplies as far
as possible along the plateau for a shorter summit
day. But we didn’t have the food, fuel or gear to risk
being trapped on the plateau in bad weather and to
make matters worse, Jon’s health was also deteriorating
quickly. Tobin and I would have to move light and
fast if we were to make the summit and return to
accompany Jon off the mountain.
Rich had mentioned a couple of climbers who had
‘cheated’ Logan at speed. Both were legends in the
small community of high altitude speedsters and rule
breakers, men who saw climbing and skiing fast as a
means to freedom. One of them was Christian Stangl,
a climber known for brutal training regimes, who had
acquired speed records on many of the world’s highest
mountains. I was lucky enough to have met him
at a dinner party the year prior, in the Republic of
Georgia. He had just biked to Georgia from his home
in Austria to climb a single mountain, but had found
conditions dangerous and was about to ride home.
Obviously his fitness was well beyond mere mortals

High on the Mountain. The author approaching the summit. TOBIN SEAGEL PHOTO. TOP: Sketch replica BY DAVE BARNES.
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Tobin making some of the
highest possible turns in Canada.
TREVOR HUNT PHOTO.

such as ourselves, but we needed to know the strategy
he used on his ultra-fast Logan ascent.
I sent out a message on my inReach to my Austrian
friend Peter, in the hopes that he had Stangl’s
contact details.
It’s Trevor. i’m on mt.logan. Can u contact
Christian Stangl? He climbed from near
prospector col to summit and back. how
long? start time?

Only a day later, I got a reply from Stangl:

10hours (return) from last camp below the
Prospector’s col. It is very, very, very long. I
used skis! W/o skis you could barely make it
in a single push.

It concerned me that, in a text message with a
140-character limit, Stangl still managed three
“very(s)”, but I also revelled in the irony that our
climb was being guided by information delivered

to us by satellites soaring hundreds of kilometres
above us while we simultaneously followed a
rough pencil sketch dictated to me in the oldest
form of communication: speech.
Throughout every stage of our climb, friends and
acquaintances helped create our destiny on this
mountain. Obviously, our own willingness to embrace
adventure and the unknown was key, but for me,
relying on the support of others was something new.
Even though modern technology facilitated much of
this interaction, relying on the support of my community seemed more of a traditional process. The
modern climber focuses on the individual effort,
whereas climbers of previous generations employed
vast support teams and often experienced the rallying
cry of entire nations. A stunning example of the latter
was when Olympic gold medals were given out to
brothers Franz and Toni Schmidt for their first ascent
of the north face of the Matterhorn in 1932.

disaster occurs on Everest or K2. Generally, climbing
teams have become smaller and support networks
have diminished as climbers look inwards for
adventure. My own pursuit for pure adventure has
lead to long solo missions, with quick notes scribbled
on paper as to my approximate whereabouts, but
this ascent on Mount Logan brought change to my
process of adventure. And change is good.
•••
Which leads us back to my present predicament.
Tobin and I watching this sinister cloud inch closer,
threatening total whiteout. At the height of fear and
doubt, do we trust in our abilities or retreat? With
nothing personally to tip the scale, I start to feel
the pull of my tribe – the partners left sick at lower
elevations and our international posse of friends still
linked in by technology. With these serendipitous
connections, I begin to feel the need to honour this
collective effort. I lean into the wind and climb...

With each new generation however, society’s interest
in climbing as a positive pursuit has diminished to
the point where the media only takes notice when a

The author takes a summit selfie. Just minutes before reaching the summit the skies clear, allowing views of the Pacific Ocean on the horizon.
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ENVIRONMENT

FIGHT FOR THE SACRED
TEXT By Tamo Campos & Desiree Wallace
Beyond Boarding is a grassroots collective aimed at combining snowboarding with
environmental and social activism. Our projects, films, actions and events are used as
platforms to give space, and to promote and prioritize the voices of those most affected.
That being said, Beyond Boarding cannot speak for the Tl’abonatine, yet we can speak of
our collective’s solidarity work in the territory and our experiences up there.

A

s a snowboarder, it is not typical to spend the summer months occupying drill platforms
or blockading roads. Most riders work summer jobs to fuel winters of snow-filled
pleasure, but last summer, Beyond Boarding headed to Northwestern BC to join a
resistance led by the Klabona Keepers, a group of indigenous Tl’abonatine elders and
grandmothers fighting to protect their traditional lands from industrial exploitation.
Continued
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Sacred Headwaters, Northern British Columbia. DESIREE WALLACE PHOTO.
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As snowboarders, we find that most of us are directly affected by climate
change and are rarely engaged in the bigger picture — climate change is
about more than melting glaciers or too-warm, winter rainstorms on the
ski hill. Climate change, and the heavy industry contributing to it, also
creates social and global injustices that disproportionately affect lowincome, indigenous and marginalized communities around the globe.
Surprisingly though, it was not the direct action we took that made last
summer memorable. Even as armed RCMP forces flew in on helicopters
to arrest us, a group of perhaps ten elders and two snowboarders, the
life lessons we were learning were already apparent. Nosziktauk elder,
August Brown, explained it to us quite well…

“You’ve been drinking
from the rivers of the
Sacred Headwaters
for six weeks. You’re
made up of more
water than human
flesh and bones, now
you are the rivers
here and you are
sacred. That’s why
we’re protecting it.”

TOP LEFT: Fortune Minerals drill takeover with
a combination of Klabona Keepers and Beyond
Boarding folk.
TOP RIGHT: Grizzly bear enjoying one of the
largest non-dammed salmon-bearing rivers in the
world. TAMO CAMPOS PHOTO.
LEFT: Tamo walks the flanks of a mountain that
already has permits on it for an open-pit coal
mine. DESIREE WALLACE PHOTO.

“You don’t need to be nervous about these actions. You’re not Canadian.
You’ve been up here in these mountains six weeks, drinking from these
rivers of the Sacred Headwaters. And if biology has taught us anything,
it’s that you’re made up of more than 70 per cent water. So, more than
anything you’ve been told in your entire life, more than human flesh and
bones, now you are the rivers here and you are sacred. That’s why we’re
protecting it.”
This story is our perspective on an environmental and social justice
movement happening in Tl’abane, BC’s Sacred Headwaters. It’s a story
about what happened when a couple of snowboarders spent a summer
helping to protect unceded native lands from a 269-acre, open pit mine.
It’s a story that has not yet found an ending, and a struggle that continues
today.
•••
Over 250,000 square kilometres in size, the Sacred Headwaters is an
extraordinary region of unceded land and water in the Pacific Northwest
corner of BC. Traditionally known as Tl’abane, it’s a vast wilderness
area where grizzlies, caribou, moose and wolves still outnumber people
and North America’s most vital salmon-bearing rivers — the Stikine, the
Skeena, and the Nass—are all born in close proximity.
The Headwaters is also where one of BC’s biggest environmental victories
took place, where a small group of Tl’abanotine elders and their families,
acting under the Western name Klabona Keepers, drew a line in the
sand and said no. In 2004, ten Klabona Keeper elders and their families
prevented Royal Dutch Shell from fracking more than 1,000 coalbed
methane gas wells within the Sacred Headwaters.
Environmental victories of this magnitude are rarely accomplished by
such a small group, but the Klabona Keepers’ battle is far from over as
large-scale, destructive industrial projects continue to put Tl’abanotine
waters, traditional land, animals and communities’ wellbeing at risk.
Currently, there are over 100 companies jostling for tenures and permits
in the Sacred Headwaters and the BC Provincial Government seems hellbent on pushing mining development into the area as quickly as possible
and without proper consultation or consent from the local community.
One of the first projects hoping to take advantage of the recently completed
287 kV Northwest Transmission Line (see sidebar) is Imperial Metal’s
Red Chris mine on Togadin Mountain.
Continued
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LEFT: United against the destruction of the headwaters. TAMO CAMPOS PHOTO. RIGHT: Klabona Keeper and language revivalist Ho’ox standing up to Imperial Metals truck this summer. HANNAH CAMPBELL PHOTO.

The Klabona Keepers are a small group of
Tl’abonatine elders and families – one of the
clans that belong to Tahltan First Nations community of Iskut – and like most First Nations
communities in the north, it has a high rate
of suicide, drug addiction, alcoholism and
unemployment. This is a direct result of the
dispossession of their homelands and Canadian
colonization.

and aggressively promotes lucrative development
deals and creates incentives for development,
none more prominent of an example than this
transmission line. As a result of everything, for
the last decade there has been a rapid surge
in large-scale mining projects sought out by
an international mining industry made rich by
continued lawless, colonial plunder.

Historically, Iskut received its electricity from
large diesel generators; however the recently
finished construction of the 287kV Northwest
Transmission Line (NTL) by the province of BC
has changed that. The price tag for that project
set BC taxpayers back just under a billion dollars
and was sold to them as a “green project”
to get Iksut, a community of 300 people, off
of diesel-generated power. An alarming $130
million from the Canadian government’s Green
Infrastructure Fund went towards the 344-kilometre line. In actuality, NTL is a massive
subsidy to big industry, opening the region up
to large-scale mining and providing power for
new proposed mines.

$130 million from the Canadian
government’s Green Infrastructure
Fund went towards the 344kilometre line. In actuality, NTL is
a massive subsidy to big industry,
opening the region up to largescale mining and providing power
for new proposed mines.

How convenient that the provincial and federal
governments can use Canadian taxpayers’
Green Infrastructure Fund to assist the indigenous peoples, while ironically paving the
way for big industry to destroy their traditional
hunting grounds and unceded territory. It became
clear during our time on blockades in the
Sacred Headwaters that the government openly

“Todagin Mountain is our table and our food
and we don’t want to see it go,” said Rita Louie,
Klabona Keeper elder. Rita and other elders
explained to us that traditional hunting grounds
and camps on Todagin Mountain, long considered the breadbasket of the nation, have been
decimated by the open pit coal copper and coal
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mines. Additionally, Imperial Metal’s tailing pond
dam — proposed to be filled with heavy metals
such as arsenic, lead and mercury — sits above
the Little Klappan River, which directly flows
into the Stikine River, one of the three prominent
salmon bearing watersheds of the Sacred Headwaters and an integral food source.
Red Chris mine has a tentative opening date of
2015, but the Klabona Keepers have opposed
the project since the early 2000s. In 2005, a
group of elders were arrested while trying to
stop the mine, but despite the resistance, Imperial Metal’s proposal was fast-tracked through
the environmental assessment process and
subsequently became one of the first mines in
Canada given permits to build a tailings pond
on a fish-bearing lake.
Klabona Keeper elders had already set up a
blockade to protest this project when we arrived
in August 2014. Several Beyond Boarding
members joined the blockade. Some had ridden
bicycles over 2,000 kilometres from Vancouver to the Sacred Headwaters to raise funds,
awareness and share the story of the Klabona
Keepers. The blockade was put up shortly after
Imperial Metals’ other major mine, Mount Polley
in the Cariboo region of BC, unleashed 10 billion
litres of toxic wastewater into the Quesnel River
when a tailing pond breached on the fourth of
August, 2014.
Continued
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LEFT: Elder Bertha Louie standing strong on the blockade of Imperial. HANNAH CAMPBELL PHOTO. CENTRE: Northern Lights dancing during the night shifts at the road block. HANNAH CAMPBELL PHOTO.
RIGHT: Ishkadi Na-Dene blocking the mining camp entrance. TAMO CAMPOS PHOTO.

The Mount Polley disaster released lead, arsenic,
mercury, cadmium and selenium, all heavy
metals that accumulate up the food chain,
into a river that ultimately ran into the Fraser
River, potentially affecting thousands of people
downstream (and many of the province’s key
spawning salmon runs) and into Quesnel Lake,
the deepest glacier-fed lake in BC.
“Imperial Metals should have no right to open
any more mines without dealing with Mount
Polley,” Klabona Keeper elder, Jenny Quock
explained to us. “How many more rivers,
creeks, lakes until we say enough?”
At one point, it seemed like progress was being
made. The Keepers removed their blockade
after being promised an independent review of
the Red Chris mine project as well as an opportunity for Klabona elders to visit the Mount
Polley disaster site, presumably to witness
clean-up efforts in real time. As weeks passed
however, Imperial Metals continued to work on
developing the Red Chris site and didn’t follow
through on either of their promises. Then, a
group of Secwepemec women from the Mount
Polley area visited the Sacred Headwaters and
shared first-hand accounts of what was happening down south, in their territory. They told
stories of how the mine manager had ignored
five warnings from the ministry of environment
about the possibility of a tailings pond accident
and how the Secwepemec community was now
without fresh drinking water or fish to store for
winter.
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After learning that the profits from Red Chris
would likely help fund two more Imperial Metals
mines in Clayoquot Sound, the Klabona elders
immediately launched another blockade. And
we were right beside them, even calling more
friends from the snowboarding community to
lend a hand setting up camp, protest signs and
a roadblock. Boris, our veggie-oil school bus
from an earlier Beyond Boarding adventure,
made a particularly effective roadblock.
The atmosphere was intense; with Red Chris
very close to production, the elders confronted
the mine manager, lit a sacred fire and occupied
the camp/roadblock for several weeks. New
friendships were made on the blockade as we
turned trucks away daily. We were reminded
over and over, “We cannot be blinded by money.
The land and water are the lifeblood of our nation
and we will not compromise them. We are doing
this for future generations,” said Mary Quock,
Klabona Keeper elder. It was easy to see the
passion and dedication on everyone’s faces.
One of the local activists, a hunter named o’ok,
hiked up Todagin Mountain — site of the future
mine — and took a stone sheep with his bow.
Most of the meat was given to the elders, a
tradition in their culture, but we all shared in
meals around the fire. Todagin Mountain has
the largest population of stone sheep in the
world and eating that meat on the blockade
made us wonder how 30 years of short-term
mining revenue is considered more important
than a mountain that can, and has, provided
food for thousands of years.

Two weeks into the new blockade, Imperial Metals
filed for an injunction, a court-granted, colonial tool long used to dispossess indigenous
peoples of their lands. Beyond Boarding was
one group of many to face a similar injunction
a month later on Burnaby Mountain, but unlike
Kinder Morgan in Burnaby, Imperial Metals was
allowed an interlocutory injunction to remove
the Klabona Keepers off their road indefinitely.
The blatant prioritizing of economic loss to the
company, above the inherent rights and title
to land of the elders, the community, and the
environment, was tragic.
Although blockades can be successful, the
Tl’abonatine understand that their continual
battle to protect their homeland from industrial
degradation is truly only fighting the symptoms
of a larger problem. The provincial government
continues to hand out permits to mining companies without the consent of the people who will
be affected. This recent injunction was handed
down from the colonial courts and the provincial
government, yet its laws and practices have
only been on this land for 200 years. As a
Tl’abanotine elder, Nancy Jackson, articulated
it, “Our Mehodihi – our Natural Law – comes
before anything else.”
For thousands of years on these very territories, these natural laws and customs have put
a healthy environment above all. These laws
respect the original inhabitants of the lands,
predate company permits and rights, and have
Continued
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ABOVE LEFT: A common sight in the headwaters. Winding pristine river with a mining exploration camp on the side. DESIREE WALLACE PHOTO. RIGHT: Elder James Dennis has hunted on Todagin
Mountain since he was 11 years old. DESIREE WALLACE PHOTO. BELOW: Elders Jenny Quock and Mary Dennis lighting the Sacred Fire at the blockade of Imperial Metals. DESIREE WALLACE PHOTO.

allowed indigenous people to live off these
lands in the Northwest for millennia. They are
laws passed down through the generations.
They are laws that have created the sense of
responsibility that the Klabona Keepers have to
protect the way of life in Tl’abane.
An 18-year-old Tl’abonatine friend of ours, Robert Jakesta, explained it best; “We don’t live in
Iskut because we love the reserve. We live here
because of the land that surrounds it. If these
lands, the water, the animals get destroyed, we
cease to be native. And then we’re like everybody
else.”
Robert’s words made us look past the tactics of
activism and our desire to create change in the
world. We need to find a fundamentally different
way of being human, to rediscover the reality
that human beings are not innately destructive,
but rather meant to contribute to something
much bigger than us. Like the elder explained
at the start, we are the river, the air, the earth.
Without them, we will not survive.
The Tlabonatine’s fight will not be won overnight,
nor will it be won without settler society and
those in the cities putting pressure where these
mining companies and legislatures are based.
There is room for everyone in the fight for the
sacred.
For more info and videos about Beyond Boarding,
the Klabona Keepers and the Sacred Headwaters
hit up mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue
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FEATURE

“So come with me, where dreams are born, and time is never planned. Just think of happy things, and
your heart will fly on wings, forever, in Never Never Land!” – J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan: Fairy Tales

TOP LEFT: Everyday Extreme. Sasha Cromwell. FEET BANKS PHOTO. TOP RIGHT: Tribe or gang? ANASTASIA CHOMLACK PHOTO. ABOVE: Whistler kids’ summer vacation.
CHAD CHOMLACK PHOTO.

NEVER NEVER LAND
What’s it like growing up in a place where people come to avoid growing up?

By Feet Banks
According to Peter Pan author J.M. Barrie, the fantasy worlds of children
are almost always “more or less an island... snug and compact with
no tedious distances between one adventure and another.”

“It’s interesting,” says snowboarder/writer/filmmaker Robjn Taylor,
35. “As children we are constantly preached at by our culture and
movies to always follow our heart, chase our dreams. We drive these
platitudes into our children’s heads and then one day we expect them
to totally abandon all that and suddenly accept a responsibility to
play ball with the way things are. It’s the opposite.”
But not in Whistler (and, in the last decade, Squamish or Pemberton).
Inside “The Bubble” you’re totally welcome to live out your childish
dreams — Robjn himself is part of “The ManBoys,” a loose-buttight crew of Sea to Sky snowboarders who have carved out their
own careers by having more fun than anyone.
Robjn and all The ManBoys relocated to Whistler at a young age and
this is where they’ve chosen to be, but what about the kids who were
born here? The ones who grew up napping in a pile of ski jackets at
après as toddlers, camping overnight in the backcountry in elementary
school or trying to sneak into one of their little hometown’s six nightclubs as teenagers. Is growing up in a children’s fantasy world actually
beneficial to children?
“Like anywhere, I think it is more about how our folks raised us,” says
born-and-bred Whistler kid, Shawn Sadler. “How they raised us and
how hard they had to work to be successful in an early resort.”
Now CEO of his own successful IP communications firm, Sadler
recalls his father and uncle being heavily involved in building Whistler
Village during tough economic times, when it looked like the resort
might not get over the hump. He remembers his mother creating a
successful seamstress career here, and lists off local legends like Dave
Cathers, founder of Whistler Search and Rescue, Herb Bluer who
started Tyax/Whistler Heli-Skiing and Rick Clare who mentored
Shawn directly at Coast Mountain Photography.
“Those guys worked hard and played hard,” Shawn says. “ I think
Whistler kids learn how to set up that balance early on — when you

As the years passed and the community grew, Whistler kids began
finding heroes and inspiration within their own ranks. When Rob
Boyd claimed men’s downhill gold on home soil in 1989 — the first
Canadian men’s downhill win in Canada ever — it proved to every
kid in town that anything is possible.
“It’s an awesome experience, as a kid, to look at old school yearbooks
and see names like Brandon Semenuk, Ashleigh McIvor, Ali Milner
and Sean Pettit,” says 17-year-old photographer, Oscar Steiner.
“When you live in a place where it’s possible to do almost anything,
it’s easy to pursue what you love doing and become good at it.”
“We’re very lucky to live here,” admits Sam Rainer, also 17 and into
photography. “When you can spend every waking second outside,
on the skis or the bike... I would say I don’t take it for granted, but
I definitely do without realizing it. That being said, there’s no way I
could ever see myself working in an airport or something.”

Neverland

Whistler, so often referred to as “The Bubble” and home to no shortage
of adventures — or adventurers — fits this description perfectly. And
every year, hundreds of teenagers flock here from around the globe
to put off whatever the world has planned for them and instead revel
in the childish simple perfection of an existence based on having fun,
enjoying the mountains and surrounding themselves with people who
want to do the same.

skip school to ski it helps align your priorities for the rest of your life.”

What about the partying, though? Every out-of-town parent cites
Whistler’s robust party atmosphere followed by a, “I could never
imagine raising a family here.” And there’s no doubt Whistler kids
know how to party. As adults, they’re the ones at the back table of
a wedding pouring magic mushrooms into a tea pot, or who always
have an “emergency,” extra bottle of Fireball Whiskey on a camping
trip. There’s no avoiding a party if you grow up in the middle of it.
“I feel like Whistler kids always know how to turn the party off,”
says Ali Milner, a musician who recorded her first album at age 14,
and by twenty had travelled the world and was singing the national
anthem on stage at home for the biggest party in Whistler’s history,
the 2010 Winter Olympics. “Partying was part of my life growing up
in Whistler, but I have been able to turn it off like a switch, I think a
lot of Whistler kids can do that when they want to.”
So what does it all mean? Well, it’s not rocket science. Human
happiness is most easily derived from community, engagement with
nature, and a sense of adventure, purpose and flow. Whistler is a
strong outdoor-driven community that works hard, has an ingrained
culture of risk and reward, appreciates and celebrates the ephemeral
nature of life, and knows that no matter how hard you plan life, like
the mountain weather it can change its flow mighty quickly.
Growing up in Never Never Land is not rocket science at all. It’s
magic. (And having more hot tubs per capita than any other
community in the country doesn’t hurt either).
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The Boy Who
Can Fly (Fish)
Finn Finestone

NAME:
AGE:

11

SKILLS:

BMX, DH & XC, snowboarding, fishing.
ABOVE: Landing a Chinook salmon this size on a fly rod is a fishing dream come true. To do it at
11 years old on a fly you tied yourself is just bonkers. BELOW: Air time at the Whistler Dirt Jumps.
BRIAN FINESTONE PHOTOS.

Finn Finestone and the value of downtime
The second to last time he broke a bone, Finn Finestone had to stop mountain biking for half the summer. Many kids would have relished the built-in
excuse to take it easy and do nothing. With a cast on his hand, Finn used the time to learn to ride a unicycle.
The next summer, he cracked his ulna at the elbow and used the “downtime” to learn how to fly fish. Finn Finestone is 11 years old; he’s been snowboarding
since age three, mountain biking since 4, and is among the top riders for his age group in each sport. Even more incredibly, he already knows how to turn
each setback into a new opportunity.
“I’ve had five injuries,” Finn says, “five broken bones. I was not happy the
first time. I was thinking, ‘this better not keep on happening,’ but I realized
that if you get injured, you don’t stop, you just find something else to do.”
That kind of attitude (and the skills to match) has translated into a roomful
of medals and trophies for snowboarding, mountain biking and BMX.
Finn is not the kind of kid to sit still, especially growing up in a town where
any number of sports from rock climbing to fishing, to skateboarding
and mountain biking — are easily accessed within 15 minutes of home.
But these days, he is digging the relaxed pace of fly fishing as much as
anything.
“I’m impressed,” says father Brian Finestone, “with the fact that he is tying
his own flies and catching lots of fish . . . both take a lot of patience, which
is something new for both of us.”
“With fishing, it’s fun, because you can be outside and not every day is the
same,” Finn explains. “You don’t know what is coming next. With biking
and snowboarding, you ride a lot of the same places, but with fishing you
never know if you will even get a bite.”
Fly fishing, snowboarding, mountain biking, BMX, Finn just got a new
surfboard last fall and says he’s also getting interested in splitboarding.
“I want to study snow, I think.”
Let’s hope Finn doesn’t keep breaking bones, or he might just take over
the world.
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The Paper Bag
Princess
Julia Murray
AGE: 26
SKILLS: Ski Cross
NAME:

ABOVE: Olympic Ski Cross in Vancouver 2010. JOHN EVELY PHOTO.
BELOW: High Fives in the pow. KEVIN T MCHUGH PHOTO.
BOTTOM: Home Sweet Home. Julia keeps it local and rips her
pow on made-in-Whistler Prior Skis. KEVIN T MCHUGH PHOTO.

Whistler Olympian Julia Murray talks dreams
and reality
People arriving in Whistler often experience the “problem” of having to choose
between so many awesome activities: this sums up my childhood. How much fun
can a kid have in one day?
Backyard snow forts and straight lining in Ski Scamps are big memories for me,
same with missing school for snow days. Before I got into skiing, I was plopped
into every after-school activity possible. The principal was also our gym teacher
because Whistler was so small, but the support was deep and contagious. It still
feels that way, but more amplified from all the like-minded people who are
magnetized to our so-called ‘bubble.’
To have a dream become a reality is quite something. In Grade 5, Mr. Reimer
had us cut open these brown paper bags and draw what we wanted to be when
we grew up. To have a Grade 5 art project foresee my future is almost creepy, but
it also kind of makes sense. As kids, we were constantly encouraged to dream big
and as Whistler exploded, there was a lot excitement happening around us from
all angles. I don’t remember anyone telling us about limits.
I think that this positive attitude still engulfs Whistler. There are inspirational people everywhere and
endless adventure awaiting us. These are the things
that push us to make the most of each day here,
whether it’s a two-week holiday or a lifetime, there is
always someone to look to for inspiration.
I can’t remember what mark I got for that paper
bag project. I spelled ‘genes’ wrong and the Olympic
rings are upside down... but I predicted the future, so
that counts for something.
Julia Murray raced Women’s Ski Cross in the 2010 Winter
Olympic Games and took silver at the 2011 World Championships. After retiring from competition in 2012, Julia developed
“Jules Fuel,” her own brand of healthy breakfast cereal and
helped create Whistler Blackcomb’s “Ski with an Olympian”
program. juelsfuel.ca
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The Wild Boys

NAME:
AGE:

Jadyn & Caleb Chomlack
12 and 10
Snowboarding & Skateboarding!!

SKILLS:

Grom Nation and the next generation of
snowboarding
Grom Nation just got banned from Instagram.

TOP: Jadyn and Caleb, brother-grind high-five. CHRIS BROWN PHOTO. ABOVE: Grom Nation
co-founder Truth Smith hucks a beauty. CHAD CHOMLACK PHOTO. BOTTOM: Caleb cheers for
his brother at the Mount Baker Banked Slalom. ANASTASIA CHOMLACK PHOTO.

“Maybe because we are kids,” guesses 12-year-old Jadyn Chomlack (the
first line of Instagram’s terms states you must be 13 to join). “Or maybe
another company reported us because they wanted to steal our name. But
yeah, we got booted.”
Jadyn and his ten-year-old brother Caleb are second-generation snowboarders; being banned is a key part of their culture.
Originally known as “The Screaming Monkeys” (a glance at the boys’
mother affirms the unspoken “for obvious reasons”). Jadyn, Caleb and
their buddy Truth Smith have been snowboarding and skateboarding
together as long as any of them can remember. They changed their gang
moniker to Grom Nation three years ago and now boast a core membership
of ten to 12 riders and skaters, almost 50 per cent of whom are female.
“Anyone can be in Grom Nation,” Jadyn says.
“Except skiers,” Caleb adds
quickly.
“Yeah, you gotta stand sideways,”
Jadyn explains. “We have skier
friends who we hang out with, but
they’re not part of Grom Nation.”
With most of the members
enrolled in the infamous Whistler
Valley Snowboard Club, Grom
Nation rides at least three days a
week and competes in contests all
over the Pacific Northwest. Jadyn
is already pre-qualified to race in
snowboarding’s most storied and
legendary event, the Mount Baker
Banked Slalom, and four of his
Grom Nation comrades will join.

But the Nation’s heart remains in the right place. “The best part about
being in Grom Nation is being in the mountains, snowboarding and learning,” says Truth Smith, ten years old and already stepping into the role of
communications director for their fledgling brand. “Also, it’s nice to walk
around and know everyone and just be a part of Grom Nation.”
Grom Nation fund their enterprise through sticker sales and bottle drives
(“we got a ton during Crankworx!” Jadyn says). In the winter, most of
their after-school and after-mountain energy is focused on fine-tuning their
personal backyard terrain park.
“They work hard,” Anastasia Chomlack says. “If I didn’t throw snacks out
there, they wouldn’t stop to eat. On weekends they are literally snowboarding
from 8:00 a.m. till after dark.”
Anastasia and husband Chad understand the unique challenges of guiding
a band of screaming monkeys through the highs and lows of mountain
culture and a town built on partying. “They get exposed to things younger
than I would like,” she says. “It’s a risk we take in allowing them the
freedom to ride the mountain with their friends. We’ve had to have those
conversations earlier than I expected.”
The Chomlack boys don’t have cell phones, the only TV they watch is
snowboard videos, and they don’t play video games. And much of that is
their choice. “We live in a video game,” Caleb says proudly. “Why do we
want to sit in the house playing Shawn White [snowboarding game] when
we can go up the mountain and he might be in the park?”
But the heart of Grom Nation still beats with the joys of childhood and
growing up in a literal endless playground. The success comes from having
fun and playing hard and often. In a show of gang solidarity, Jadyn, Caleb
and Truth all give the same answer for what they want to be when they
grow up: “pro snowboarder!” Second choice: “pro skateboarder!” It’s hard
to argue with that.
Grom Nation parents and coaches helped set up a new Instagram
@gromnation_Whistler.
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The
Treadway Tribe
NAME:
AGE:

Dave, Daryl and Dan Treadway + wives + kids
2-38

SKILLS:

Too many to list

If it has a landing, jump it. If it has an engine, pin it! A few generations of the Treadway Tribe.
PHOTOS COURTESY THE TREADWAY FAMILY.

Jumping the generation gap and stomping the landing
Fifteen clicks East of Kenora, Ontario, along an old dirt road leading out to Longbow Lake is driveway “3-0-17,” where a hand-carved wooden sign once
read “Treadway Tribe.” At the end of that driveway, Timmy and Deanna Treadway raised three boys in a tiny cabin tucked into some old growth red
pines overlooking a quiet bay.
The tight quarters, and probably wild intuition, forced our family outdoors where we tested wit and will against the forces of nature. Mom and Dad paved
the pioneer way for family adventure as they hauled us boys around the lakes and woods of northwestern Ontario, the mountains of British Columbia and
around the world on volunteer work missions.
This passion for adventure inspired Dan, Dave and I to push our limits: we jumped bikes off flaming ramps into flaming water and dirt bikes over gaps.
We swung rope-swings from bridge rafters and high treetops. We parachuted off roofs, launched snowmobiles over icy roads, skied down pretty much
anything, drove boats over docks and generally embraced an array of other abnormally dangerous activities. Timmy kept a watchful eye over all our antics,
ensuring his tribe was only bending, and not breaking the laws of physics. We all survived long enough to finish high school and leave the nest to seek
adventures of our own.
Eventually, eldest brother Dan lured Dave and I to Whistler with tales of deep powder, big airs, and steep faces. Upon arrival, it was evident Dan had
found a new Coast Mountain family of kindred spirits who lived by the same creed of tough love, passion and adventure. Over the years, misadventure has
tragically snuffed out the flame of some of these great tribesmen and women, causing the family to grieve, adjust and tighten as those lost mountainous
souls ventured high and far, within and beyond the safety net of their home range.
These days, we have all settled with wives in the Coast Mountains and shifted our focus to raising youngsters of our own. As the middle brother, I’d always
hoped to see my children grow up alongside their cousins, which is now my amazing reality. With five cousins under 5 years old, a new chapter in the
Treadway Tribe is currently being written. At two years old, Pam’s and my eldest son, Micah rallies around the ski hill with his younger cousin Kasper and
a posse of kids the same age. They holler “drop’n in!” before ripping down the Magic Carpet run as parents attempt to control their speed with harnesses.
During lunch, an entire section of Merlin’s cafeteria is overtaken as the kids shed gear, pound shots of milk, and chow back French fries. While the youngest tykes struggle to stay awake, Micah tells stories of hiking up Mount Currie then skiing and biking down with his younger bro, Jonah and cousins,
Kasper, Lily and Hannah. They are little people with big dreams who already have the support and strength of their tribe to potentially fulfill these grandiose
ideas. I can’t wait to see where their adventures will take them.
— Daryl Treadway
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A Tribe
Called Zest
MAC Ski Club
AGE:
Golden Age
SKILLS: Skiing and more
NAME:

TOP: They’ve found the fountain of youth. It’s frozen. Members of the MAC enjoy one of their ski days
on Whistler Mountain. VINCE SHULEY PHOTO.
BOTTOM: Peter Morin on Whistler Mountain. ROBIN O’NEILL PHOTO.

Whistler seniors ski harder than you
In a town constantly battling to never grow old, it’s no surprise that Whistler’s long-standing locals aren’t particularly taken with the term “seniors,”
although they admit to not coming up with a better alternative.
At a local Mature Action Community meeting, you’re more likely to overhear talk of backcountry trails and beating the gondola line-up than an exchange of
health complaints. Like almost everyone calling themselves a Whistler local, many of our seniors also left behind city life and real jobs to fulfill their love
of the mountains. The difference being that there was no town here when they arrived, so they built one.
Many of the original Whistler counter-culture members are still around, the folks from that famous Toad Hall poster. They literally built the town and
created businesses and careers in order to fulfill their affinity for nature and the freedom of the hills. And they’re still here, breaking trail.
The Mature Action Community (MAC) is aptly named because these ski bums are still plenty active. They are the first generation of Whistler locals to
reach the golden age, so they are forging their own programs based on the lifestyle they love. Some seniors consider themselves active if they can climb
a flight of stairs — MAC members’ definition of health is if they can still get up and ski on a 20 centimetre day. The Senior Ski Team is 250 members
strong (with a waiting list!) and they are up early and often regardless of the weather, and they wouldn’t have it any other way. Last chair is a long ways off.
“I’ll stay here for as long as my health allows,” says David, a 25-year local whose priorities have only strengthened with age. “I moved here to ski.”
— Ace Mackay-Smith
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Independent.
Just Like you.

ESTABLISHED 1985, WHISTLER’S LARGEST BEER SELECTION,
AWARD WINNING SCOTCH SELECTION, CRAFTED COCKTAILS,
2014 WHERE TO DINE AWARD, GREAT FOOD AND UNDOUBTEDLY
THE BEST PATIO AND MOUNTAIN VIEWS.
BREAKFAST.....LUNCH.....APRES.....DINNER....LATE.

AT THE BASE OF THE VILLAGE GONDOLAS • WHISTLER VILLAGE • WWW.BLACKSPUB.COM
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BACKYARD

Steve Outerbridge’s 2014 award winning backyard build. CONRAD PETZSCH KUNZE PHOTO.

Building a

Monster
By Andrew Wood
Snow culture is a Frankenstein of sorts — part unrestrained emotional
experience, part inhuman physical feats. Throw in a dash of occult-like
locals (casting protective charms on favourite lines or conjuring golden
moments from leaden lives) and the monstrosity-metaphor can really start
to breathe.
Backyard terrain parks and labour-intensive, DIY projects brought to life
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by their builders can reveal the nitty-gritty grassroots of snow culture.
The people are passionate and the projects are pure, yet every spring, these
backyard beasts have routinely melted away with minimal evidence other
than scars, stories and the odd photo... at least until two seasons ago.
For the past two winters, Evolution Board Shop has been acting as a
liaison between Whistler’s backyard build tribes through a loose contest
called BackYard Sessions. According to Evolution’s website, the conceptual spark for BackYard Sessions was “ignited by the idea of capturing
these elusive backyard parks in their prime, bringing crews together to
snowboard in hand-shaped parks.”
Crews are invited to submit a ‘proof-of-park’ to be reviewed by a panel
of shop-riders and snowboard bum judges based on three criteria: sessionability (flow of features and lines), creativity (use of space) and sweat
equity (work invested).
Continued
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FOR FREEDOM
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Air, powder or big turns down mountains. Salomon’s
Rocker2 collection allows you to move intuitively to
express your own version of freedom from gravity.

Salomon Store
Pan Pacific,
Whistler Mountainside
604.905.2295

‘I’m a full-grown man out til
4 AM hand-packing lips.
It almost seems juvenile...”

park included multiple features made of wood, “smoothed with
a Sawzall belt sander and coated with hot wax to slide super
nice,” he explains, “all on naturally sloping terrain.”
Nate Proulx, backcountry guide, professional dirtbag and
recipient of the 2013 Golden Rake for the Camp of Scallions
Park says, “It’s all about getting the shovel in the ground and
having a team of people down for a little bit of manual labour
and collaboration.”
Creativity at the Scallions Park also impressed judges that
year. “They had an almost clam-shell/quarter-pipe-bowl-corner
thing,” says guest judge Tristan Hansome. “It was pretty
multi-functional and it even had plastic coping.”
Jeremy Melanson, who put over 100 solo hours into his third
place backyard park in 2013, thinks the process is a lot like
building urban features. “I enjoy the digging, I enjoy creating
stuff, seeing a vision and making it come to life.” Melanson’s
park was a triple threat of features all fed by the same janky,
90 degree, bermed corner. It also included a 20-foot stepdown over a fire pit, a pole jam onto the balcony of his deck
(which had a mini-pipe on it) and a tree tap off the knuckle of
the jump. Melanson says that what works in his mind doesn’t
always work for other people, “but as you build, you are playing
it out in your head. Everything is where you want it to be
because you designed it.”
Pemberton-based Arena Snowparks specialize in professional
feature fabrication. They donate the spray-painted Golden
Rake each year and have even introduced a Backyard Line to
their catalogue. Arena’s website boasts nine different styles
of welded metal and states, “There is an army of park builders
out there. Every season we get more and more inquiries about
rakes and rails for backyard set-ups.”
TOP: Garret Connollly from the Camp of Scallions. SAM LOTZKAR PHOTO.
BOTTOM: The author gets monster air. CONRAD PETZSCH-KUNZE PHOTO.

Three backyard parks are then selected to host a riding session with
the judges and each park receives a sponsor package, professionally
shot video and photos of the session. However, only one hardworking
build crew walks away with the coveted Arena Snowparks “Golden Rake”
award.
Backyard builder and 2014 Golden Rake recipient, Steve Outerbridge
says, “Every passionate snowboarder dreams of having something they
can session in their spare time. Few resorts offer night riding, so having
your own park to shred at any hour of the day is pretty sweet.”
The entire contest is so dependent on snow conditions each season — in
2014 the final session ran in early April after a late snowfall in the valley.
Outerbridge stresses the importance of shaping whatever is possible before the snow even falls. “Rake piles of dirt/leaves for landings or drop-ins
so that whatever snow you get goes to good use.” Outerbridge’s winning
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Backyard build tribes usually consist of semi-nomadic members and self-selected outcasts who have banded together
and pooled their resources towards a common goal. As the snow melts,
often the bond of creation does as well. But each new winter electrocutes the monster back to life as backyard builders, rookie and veteran,
combine commitment and enthusiasm with minor geographical features
to create something greater than the sum of its parts.
“It can be an uphill battle in a downhill sport,” says Proulx as he and the
Scallions crew work tirelessly on their latest monster project — converting
an empty pond into a backyard bowl. “I mean, I’m a ‘full-grown man’ out
‘til 4 AM hand-packing lips. It almost seems juvenile, but every emotion
you can get in snowboarding can come from a backyard park.”
For videos of previous Evolution Backyard Sessions and links to what’s
happening for 2015 hit up mountainlifemedia.ca/inthisissue.

QUIKSILVER STORE
CRYSTAL LODGE,
WHISTLER VILLAGE
604-938-7713
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A double kicktail board with an
agile ski makes for an incredible
riding experience. Handmade in
Vancouver by a crew who know how
to make the most out of any season.
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Thrash

PUNCHY? BUSHRAT? MAN WAGON?! —
DOES ANYONE HAVE A REAL NAME IN
A MOUNTAIN TOWN?

The
fa
God ther

By Pat McKinnon
In 1989 the resident Grade 6 alpha-male at my new elementary school decreed
that I was henceforth to be known as “Patches,” and the nickname caught on
faster than Milli Vanilli. In high school I was christened “MacTavish,” after the
legendary helmet-less Edmonton Oilers grinder, Craig MacTavish, because of
the strikingly similar nature of our tightly coiffed ginger-blonde curls.

Hot
Kelly

Then, over the next decade, aside from the obvious corruptions of my given
name (Patrice, Patricio, Patty, Patty Mac), I managed to live a nickname-free
existence... until I moved to Whistler, where, within an astonishingly brief
amount of time, I inherited a heaping handful of new handles, including White
Lightning, Man Cat, and Party All the Time. And I wasn’t the only one. Whistler
is a place where iconic nicknames are crafted, earned, and given, often with
lingering lifelong consequences. This beloved local custom was best exemplified in
John Zaritsky’s 2001 Whistler ski-culture documentary film, Ski Bums — where
the world was introduced to such legendary characters as Johnny Thrash,
Crucial Mike, and Red-Eye Lisa — but shedding an old name and starting anew
has been a fixture of the town’s folklore throughout its history.
In Whistler, nicknames are often derived from one’s physical attributes, personality traits, lifestyle habits, or place of origin. Sometimes they are used to
embody spirit animals or personify drunken alter-egos, while other times they’re
created in the aftermath of specific tales of misadventure. Unfortunately, unlike
the glamourous epithets we bestow upon our idols, these manufactured monikers
often illustrate our less-flattering qualities or commemorate events that we’d
rather have forgotten. You’re unlikely to be dubbed “The Great One,” for your
pow-shredding prowess, but if you happen to be a single year older than the
rest of your friends, you’ll be forever knighted as “Old Balls.” Or, if you have
the misfortune of requiring a helicopter rescue to get yourself out of a poorly
chosen ski line, you’ll quickly become immortalized as “Chopper Steve.” I once
even went on an epic two-day mountain bike ride in the Chilcotins with a crew
that included a guy who we knew only as “Shit Pump” (I still have no idea what
his real name is).

Feet

Chef
Slack

However, despite their potentially undesirable nature, nicknames are fundamentally about being included and gaining acceptance within a community.
“Nicknames are ancient and must have existed as long as human beings
have walked the earth,” says Paul Peterson, a global scholar of anthroponomastics (the study of human names) from the University of Minnesota. “The
main reasons for giving nicknames in small societies are to create a sense of
community, to bond with one another, and to mark out one’s individual qualities
in relation to an inside group. Nicknames distinguish an individual’s unique
differences by applying a kind of tag to replace or supplement the person’s first
name. Some nicknames are insulting, but even among these the context can be
a friendly taunt.”

The inator
Dom

So, even though you might have to live with being called Squirrel, Foxy Butthole
or The Beaver Zombie, take solace in knowing that your new identity signifies
you have officially been woven within the fabric of this remarkable “Land of
Misfit Toys” that we call home. This bizarre blend of ridicule and affection is
actually our way of saying that we like you and that you belong here as part of
our clan. Even you, Shit Pump.

DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.
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MOUNTAINHOME

Local Lil’wat Natives lived in istken, pit houses like these, until “ just about one lifetime ago”. DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

CAN YOU DIG IT?
Native Pit Houses
By Pat McKinnon

Sustainable building techniques are all the rage these days and the new era of home construction is about utilizing energy
efficient designs, salvaged components, and natural materials as people strive to minimize their ecological footprints,
waste fewer resources, and prepare for the ever-looming threat of a zombie apocalypse. Except the “new” concept of
building sustainably is really not that new at all. In truth, what we’re really witnessing is a revival of ancient ideals.
The local indigenous peoples were actually millennia ahead of the
sustainability game and the literal great-granddaddy of “green” homes
was the pit-house — a semi-subterranean dwelling characterized by an
excavated floor with log-framed roof, covered by an insulating layer of earth.
“The pit house,” states local Lil’wat Nation historian, Edwin “Buckshot”
Bikadi, “is as close to nature as you can get in the form of a dwelling.”
Regarded as perhaps North America’s oldest house type, pit houses
were widely used throughout the central plateau region of British
Columbia, spanning from the Rocky Mountains to the Coastal Mountains,
for at least 3,500 years. Within the Sea to Sky Corridor, the people of the
Lil’wat Nation, whose traditional territory encompasses both Pemberton
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and Whistler, used pit houses extensively, calling them istken (eesh-ken)
in their traditional language.
“There’s nothing in this world that’s naturally square. Everything is
round,” explains Buckshot Bikadi as he drives me out to view the
traditional sites of the Lil’wat istken on a dramatically foggy winter
morning. “Think about it. Beaver dams, muskrat dwellings, beehives,
grizzly dens. They’re all built from round, warm, earthy products. Our
pit houses are no different.” Buckshot allows his train of thought to drift
as he points through the windshield of his truck at a soaring raven that
passes overhead, “Our guide.”
Continued
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The construction of the istken began with the excavation of a large,
carefully measured, circular hole, usually between five and 15 metres
in diameter and two metres deep. “The largest pits,” Bikadi estimates,
“were close to 100 feet (30 metres) across, and some of them probably
took several years to excavate.” This claim seems almost unbelievable
until one takes into account that the entire process was accomplished by
hand using primitive tools. Imagine digging out the entire foundation of
your house using only an elk scapula and you’ll get the idea.

A semi-nomadic people, the Lil’wat primarily dwelled in the istken during
the harsh winter months after spending the summer season living in
lighter, more mobile homes such as mat houses and lean-tos, while
migrating together in search of food. Typically, the whole community
would work together to build each istken, and as a rule, only the people
who helped to build the istken were allowed to live in it. Those who
didn’t help were forced to spend the frigid winters living in the sparsely
insulated summer dwellings.

After excavating the pit, a post and beam frame was constructed to
form the roof of the structure, using hot rocks to skillfully burn notches
between each log in order to ensure a snug fit. A laid matrix of rafters
and poles finished the conical framework of the roof, leaving a central
opening which doubled as both the smoke-hole and the entrance. The
entire structure was then thickly insulated with a blanket of cedar bark,
small saplings and grasses, before being enveloped with a top layer of
the excavated earth, which was then tamped down for added stability. A
ladder made from a notched timber pole was then installed through the
smoke-hole, thereby completing the istken as a functional shelter. “From
there,” Bikadi says, “the forest would literally fall on top of it, and it would
become part of the landscape.”

The Lil’wat Nation lived in pit houses for thousands of years before
being largely abandoned towards the end of the nineteenth century
— or as Bikadi puts it, “one lifetime ago.” Many factors contributed to
the relatively abrupt demise of the custom, including large outbreaks
of smallpox, forced cultural assimilation by governments and religious
organizations, and the introduction of new advances in building
technology. Discussing the last 150 years of Canadian aboriginal history,
Bikadi’s normally jovial tone becomes more sombre. “It’s hard for me
to not get political,” he intonates, flashing a reluctant smile, “but I don’t
want to get myself into shit.”

Though they varied in size, each istken typically housed 20 to thirty
people, and it was a common custom for an entire extended family to live
together under one earthen roof, spread around the central fire pit, which
generated heat and functioned as a communal kitchen area. Each family
member was given a designated space, but there were no separate walls.
“Instead,” offers Bikadi, “they used hanging mats as dividers, which
created a small degree of privacy.” Nonetheless, it must have been a bit
awkward to bring a special lady-friend home when all that separated you
and your sleeping grandmother was a swaying sheet of cedar.
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Today, all that remains of the historical Lil’wat istken sites are
depressions in the ground; archaeological remnants of a bygone era that
are sacred to the Lil’wat people. Though the structures themselves have
long been reclaimed by the forest, Bikadi hopes to rekindle the tradition
by building an istken for the community in the near future in hopes that
the culture will be preserved and future generations will have a living
reminder of the Lil’wat’s ancient ways of sustainable living. If the rest of
the world can embrace more of these ideals, we might not have to worry
about that zombie apocalypse in the first place.
Whistler’s Squamish Lil’wat Cultural Centre has a replica istken on site.
slcc.ca

Create a restaurant where children, adults and
employees may renew their spirit.
Create a restaurant that educates people about the
connection between food and nature.
Create a restaurant that connects us to nature.
Create a restaurant that is authentic, truthful and real.

Wood Fired All Natural Pizza
604 905 6666 www.creekbread.com
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC (behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge)
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GEAR

LEFT: Graeme Cameron. BCX PHOTO. ABOVE: You should see him chop kindling. BCX athlete Riley Leboe. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO. BELOW: BCX handiwork. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.

By Feet Banks

“THE MOUNTAINS ARE THE PERFECT PLACE FOR A TRIBE MENTALITY,” says Graeme Cameron,
creator of Base Camp X. “You are a bit caged-in geographically, so you are bumping elbows and rubbing shoulders with each other
in an environment that is as big and broad as can be. There are no real rules or restrictions, but you gotta know what you are doing.
The mountains create a shared dream of chasing goals and living life, instead of just existing.”
Those designs are finding a
home across a wide selection
of the Sea to Sky big
mountain tribe. Dan Treadway,
Blake Jorgenson and artist
Chili Thom are also fans. “I
keep most of my BCX tools
in the tool box in the back
of my truck and I’m ready to
make something happen any
time,” says BCX skier, Josh
Bibby. “My favourite piece is
the Airborne (throwing axe).
Each tool has its purpose
and functions perfectly for its
task.”

Base Camp X (BCX) is an all-Canadian lifestyle brand best known for
their handcrafted axes. Graeme built the company on a philosophy of
functionality, community and legacy — “This is not your grandfather’s
axe,” Graeme’s motto explains. “It’s your grandson’s.”
The axe is an interesting tool, ubiquitous to both survival and exploration
since the dawn of civilized man. Times have changed. “These days, an
axe isn’t an everyday-use product for most people,” Graeme explains,
adding that for many people, the only time they touch an axe is out at a
family cabin, or camping at some secluded place. “So when you see an
axe hanging on a wall, it’s no longer just some tool — it may be a portal
to somewhere special.”
Lately, the BCX products themselves seem to have found a portal to the
Coast Mountains. The brand, based in Ontario, has a sponsored ski
team that includes BC-local rippers like Josh Bibby, Riley Leboe, Rory
Bushfield and most recently, Alberta skier Tatum Monod, the team’s first
female member.
“Graeme is a die-hard skier,” Leboe says. “I think he was stoked on what
we were doing out here and wanted some guys to be ambassadors and
part of the tribe. He lives and breathes his art and craftsmanship and
he’s always talking about new inspirations — people, music, nature, films
— that are influencing his designs.”

On down days, Bibby says that he, Leboe and Bushfield will often get
together to throw their various BCX pieces in friendly competitions. There
seems to be plenty of controversy over who “wins,” with both Bushy and
Bibby claiming a recent victory.
Continued
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“WHEN YOU SHOW
OFF YOUR BCX PIECE,
PEOPLE WILL ASK
QUESTIONS,
‘WHAT’S THE STORY
WITH THAT?’
IT’S LIKE ART,
IN A WAY.”

“My Tomahawk makes beating Josh Bibby
as easy as a midnight walk to the fridge
for some Pizza Pops,” Bushfield claims.
“Bushfield lost that last game,” Bibby
counters. It’s all in good fun of course, but
having people come together over his work
is part of Graeme’s master plan. “To me,
the most important thing is involvement,”
he says. “Everyone who owns a product is
part of the BCX tribe.”
The BCX Tribe is diverse and large.
Everyone from tattoo artists and Hollywood
filmmakers, to members of the military
and models, passionately shares photos
of their BCX stuff on Instagram. Graeme
loves the photo sharing app and uses
it to engage his tribe. “I’ll post a photo
of something I am working on and ask
questions,” he explains. “I want to
hear what people say, or I will ask their
thoughts on colours I am obsessing over.
I enjoy these visual conversations with
people.”
Graeme’s passion for Base Camp X is
most apparent in the pieces themselves.
He meticulously sands and colours each
axe handle by hand, mixing the dyes with
water from his own Base Camp, a cabin
he built by hand (with an axe) on a piece
of Canadian Shield lakefront his great
grandfather claimed and prospected in
1915.
“I have several blacksmiths working on
BCX product,” he says. “We just bought
an antique Nazel power hammer that
was built in the 1930s. It looks like a big
microscope except it can drop a hammer
with unreal force or do the most delicate
work ever. Pat Quinn (a blacksmith, not

TOP LEFT: Thunk! BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.
TOP LEFT: Hand burning logos into some BCX Straight
Razors. RIGHT: BCX skier Josh Bibby tossing the Airborne
axe. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO.

the hockey coach) is a super talented guy
and he is working with me on some simply
unreal pieces, he can make that hammer
do amazing things.”
The curved, heavy blades of BCX Khukri
knives are made in the country of the
tool’s origin, Nepal. “I have a fourteengeneration-deep Kami blacksmith in
Nepal, hand forging the steel in a classic
forge called The Aran . . . traditional Kami
will pray to it every morning,” Graeme
explains. These sorts of details are
incredibly important to him because BCX
products are much more than simple tools.
“We have a product that engages,” he
explains. “When you show off your BCX
piece, people will ask questions, ‘What’s
the story with that?’ It’s like art, in a way.”
Base Camp X “artworks” are fully
functional and will last for generations, but
they’re also unique pieces of made-inCanada badassery that evoke the magic
of our nation’s wild landscape and the
people who come together within it.
“I think that is a lot of it,” Graeme says.
“The romance of it all is the idea of open
country and mountains, rivers, forests and
oceans — all these organic places with
texture and beauty that just flow. I think
that is why so many of my pieces end
up in the Coast Mountains, it’s all right
there.”

basecampx.com
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ARTIST

By Mikey Nixon
One way to understand Abstract Method is to think of Chris Nicholls, the
man behind the brand, as the curator of a mobile art gallery that showcases the artistic side of action sports. But rather than white walls and
framed photographs, Nicholls’ (or “Nix” as he’s known to his friends) gallery is made up of living, moving people wearing the clothing he creates.

And the Art of Timelessness

Abstract Method’s current line is stacked with a selection of pivotal images
from some of the premier photographers and artists that help shape the
snowboard world, shots you might pay hundreds — even thousands — of
dollars to hang on your wall. Nix integrates these photos into T-shirts, longsleeves, hats and toques — essentially creating pieces of “wearable art”.

“The people who get it, get it right
away,” Nix says. “It’s about the feeling
that it evokes — you see the shirt with
the pillow line and instantly you’re
looking at the line you would take.”
Originally from Calgary, Alberta, Nix, now 42 years old, began snowboarding
during the sport’s early days and was part of the crew who shaped the way
we all ride today. He turned pro in 1990, the same year he moved to Whistler,
and saw out a pro career that spanned seven years.
“Spring of ’97 was my last hurrah,” he says with a laugh.
“By then I had broken too many bones... too many blown ACLs, MCLs
and that was it.”
“Retired” at age 25, Nix started working with Four Star Distribution (Forum,
Special Blend, Four Square, etc.) and climbed their ranks to become the
Sales and Marketing Director for the company.
“It was a huge blessing in disguise to fall into that sales job,” he says. “I
had basically dropped outta high school and came straight to Whistler to
be a pro snowboarder, but I didn’t really make any money at it. I lived the
dream for a little while and then all of a sudden it dried up and I didn’t
know what I was gonna do.”
Working in the snowboard industry for 25 years, Nix has made a lot of
friends and it just so happens that a lot of these friends — guys like Dano
Pendygrasse, Chili Tom, Mark Gribbon, Jussi Grznar and Scott Serfas —
are incredibly talented.
Abstract Method could almost be considered the artistic expression of
the network of friends Nix has made, but he also describes the pieces
as a product of the influence printed images have had on his lifetime of
snowboarding.
“Part of how I learned to snowboard was by staring at the images in those
magazines and seeing how the guys were tweaking, where they were
grabbing and what they were wearing.”
Nix gets his printing and production done locally in Whistler and Vancouver
and you’d be hard-pressed to find an Abstract Method piece where the
artist, the photographer, the athlete or the landscape isn’t a regular fixture
in the Coast Mountains.
With all the distractions of the digital age, Abstract Method is hoping to
create something that resonates with the people who see it.
“Photography is limitless in what you can do with it,” says Nix. “And it’s
also limitless in what you can apply it to.”
Nix has basically come up with a new way to enjoy the images that define action sports culture. And with the fleeting nature of media these days, it’s nice
to have someone slowing it all down and making us take a better look.
Martin Gallant, Pemberton BC. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO.
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AVAILABLE AT ESCAPE ROUTE
Whistler 113-4350 Lorimer Rd. 604-938-3228
Squamish 40222 Glenalder Place. 604-892-3228
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BLACKCOMB
SKI PATROL
1980 – 1990

LAYING THE FOUNDATION
FOR SUCCESS
By Wayne Flann

On December 6, 1980, Blackcomb
opened for business. The first
few years of operation were lean
— conditions were difficult and it
wasn’t easy being the new mountain
in town, with well-established
Whistler Mountain right next door.
Cornice blast… Wayne Flann looks on. T. SMITH PHOTO.

I logged my first days as a Blackcomb employee
working as a ski instructor, coaching for the
Nancy Greene Ski League, but I was always
envious of the Blackcomb Ski Patrol. They
spent their days skiing powder, throwing
bombs, saving lives, and breaking hearts.
Ken Newington (Newt) started working for
Blackcomb Mountain in the summer of 1979.
His position involved being a first aid attendant,
doing trail layout and working with the
construction of the lift system, but by autumn,
Ken was hired on as the director of ski patrol
and tasked with coming up with an operations
plan, a ski patrol team and an avalanche control
plan for the mountain.
Ken’s dream crew was versatile; hard working
and skilled in first aid, avalanche control, and
search and rescue. With a vision to exceed
the standards of other ski hills at the time,
Ken joined forces with an old ski buddy, Dr.
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Don Warner, to start the doctors program.
On-mountain patients could now receive drugs
prior to being evacuated off the mountain, with
Advanced Life Support doctors flying alongside
their patients once heli evacuations became
available. The program set a new standard for
patient care in a pre-hospital setting, and for
Blackcomb, it was the foundation for providing
the best medical care in the world to its injured
guests — a standard that still exists today.
Meanwhile, Peter Xhignesse (Ziggy) had
stepped up to become the avalanche forecaster,
allowing Newt to concentrate on other
operational issues.
In 1984, Blackcomb put a then-controversial
T-bar up the south side of the mountain (now
known as 7th Heaven) and officially became
the Mile High Mountain, boasting the longest
vertical drop in North America. Ken was also
courting controversy with management by
encouraging patrol members to complete their

initial paramedic training. He also developed
a volunteer program that led to a flow of
paramedics from Vancouver joining the volunteer
patrol, which in turn improved relations with local
Emergency Health Services and paramedics
began to do all the medevacs.

What started as a friendly rivalry
morphed into all-out competition between
the two mountains…
But most importantly, my chance to join Patrol
had finally arrived. I was invited to join the team
and, much to my surprise, would become an
avalanche forecaster less than four years later,
tasked with the responsibility of expanding the
program into the Blackcomb Glacier.
Continued

SKIBOOTSFOREVERYSKIER
At Surefoot, we have a relentless drive to make every ski boot we sell the best fitting, best
performing ski boot possible. Which means tirelessly working to improve fit, performance,
comfort and warmth. Whether it's your first time on the slopes or you are a seasoned expert,
Surefoot has the perfect boot for you and your ability. We carry all the top brands including our
legendary Surefoot Custom Boot which comes complete with our custom liner and computer-fit
insole. And the only thing more comfortable than our boots are our prices which fit every budget.
So come into Surefoot today where a ski boot made just for you is waiting.

Skier: Russ Shay, Owner, Surefoot

surefoot.com
WHISTLER

TOP LEFT: Ken Newington, Wanitta Carter, and Jim Wallace, 1981. FRANCIS CHIASSON PHOTO. BOTTOM LEFT: Ken Pope, an original patroller still going strong. WAYNE FLANN PHOTO.
ABOVE (L to R):Peter Xhignesse, Gord McIlroy, Arthur DeJong, Sue Boyd, Ken Pope, Ian McMillan, Ken Newington, Francis Chiasson, Bruce DeGraff, Kneeling-Suzanne MacLean, Colin Gracie, Lisa
Richardson, 1986. WAYNE FLANN PHOTO.

In 1987, Intrawest purchased Blackcomb
Mountain and the ensuing terrain expansion,
new facilities and high-speed quad chairlifts
positioned it as serious competition for Whistler
Mountain. What started as a friendly rivalry
morphed into all-out competition between the
two mountains, as Whistler began to grow
on the world’s stage. Ken continued fighting
for more patrollers and better wages, but
eventually clashed with management over ideas
around long-line helicopter rescues, and by
1998 he had left the Blackcomb team to work
with Intrawest. About that same time, Ziggy
succumbed to his battle with cancer and the
run Ziggy’s Meadow was named in his memory.

Ken was also courting controversy
with management by encouraging
patrol members to complete their initial
paramedic training.
I continued working on the expansion plans
to develop an avalanche control plan for
Blackcomb Glacier Provincial Park. This new
terrain would make Blackcomb Mountain’s
avalanche program one of the largest in North
America. The learning curve was steep and
the team responded in kind, working hard to
keep opening terrain as soon as possible — a
highlight of my career to be sure.
With the establishment of a helicopter base at
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the bottom of Blackcomb, corporate helicopters
were readily available. Ken’s vision of a long-line
rescue program was established, helicopter
bombing was encouraged, and the medevac
program grew. Ski patrol wages increased while
the team grew larger and training improved,
helping patrol deal with the ever increasing
number of guests on Blackcomb. Whether
patrol needed a new computer, new weather
sensing equipment, or rescue equipment, it
all seemed effortless to procure as everyone
was working to find ways to get guests to ski
powder on Blackcomb before Whistler. Looking
back, I took pride in trying to accomplish the
task.
The rest, as they say, is history — Intrawest
purchased Whistler in 1997 and the rivalry
between the two patrols continued for a few
more years. Eventually cross-pollination brought
the group closer together with patrollers
doing exchanges and some even switching
mountains. Blackcomb sent one of our
longtime ALS paramedics to the Whistler side,
which instilled a more homogeneous approach
to dealing with injuries. We had truly become
the Whistler Blackcomb Ski Patrol.
Ultimately, Ken Newington had a huge impact
on pre-hospital medical care in the ski patrol
setting. He raised the bar for the industry and
all large resorts in North America presently
using a similar model. During those early years
on Blackcomb Patrol, I remember an amazing,
hard-working team that worked tirelessly to
achieve what it had to accomplish, sometimes

pushing beyond its comfort levels. This set the
stage for a highly progressive and committed
culture within the Blackcomb Ski Patrol that still
thrives today. Of the original patrol team, only
one hire remains — Ken Pope. At the age of 69,
he is still a dedicated, hard-working ski patroller
with the strong work ethic that Blackcomb Ski
Patrol was founded upon.
I would like to dedicate this article to some of
my fallen colleagues who passed away while on
or retired from the team. In memory of Miguel
Geraco, Peter Xhignesse, Wendy Thompson,
Andy Goedicki, Mike Hoth, Suzanne Kaye,
Karen Kogler, Tom Fanta, Bill Koersen, Dave
West, Doug Bebb, Sean Crickmer and Gil Dyck.

THE ORIGINAL BLACKCOMB SKI PATROL CONSISTED OF:
Ken Newington, Francis Chiasson, Peter
Xhignesse, Ken Pope, Linda Henderson,
Bruce DeGraff, Bruce Hayes, Colin
Gracie, Shirley Saunders, Charlotte
Sheriff, Miguel Guerico, Chuck Livesy,
Jim Wallace, Wanitta Carter, Lyn Edwards,
Gord McIlroy, Mike Suggat. Three of the
ladies were nurses.

CLASSIC CANADIAN

P: Eric Berger

HELI-SKIING

Carleton Lodge
Whistler Village

/

604.905.DEEP (3337)
whistlerheliskiing.com

/

GALLERY

Aurora Borealis over Harmony Lake. Whistler Mountain. DAVID MCCOLM PHOTO.
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Jeremy Jones, Miller Flip. Pemberton Backcountry. JUSSI GRZNAR PHOTO.
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Raven chick, BC Coast. NIC TEICHROB PHOTO.
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Chris Benchetler, Whistler Backcountry. ERIN HOGUE PHOTO.
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LOCALPICKS

COLUMBIA WOMEN’S MINX SHORTY
OMNI-HEAT

TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS IN THIS SECTION, CONTACT
JON AT 604 815 1900 / TODD AT 604 907 1074

“Synthetic textile and suede upper is waterproof and packed with 200g’s of insulation.
Faux-fur at collar and tongue, and thermal
reflective lining throughout keep feet toasty
warm, while advanced traction rubber outsole
ensures stability.”
— Dee, Columbia Store, Whistler Village
604.932.4106 columbiasportswear.com
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MOUNTAIN HARDWEAR TORSUN JACKET
“Lightweight, breathable, and durable, the Torsun is
built for high-alpine pursuits. Superior articulation provides optimum mobility when you’re working your way
up a route, and asymmetrical cuffs protect your hands
without restricting dexterity. Dry.Q Elite 3-layer fabric
is extremely strong and waterproof – and breathable
from the moment you put it on (so you don’t have
to get sweaty before the fabric starts to dump your
excess heat). Pack- and harness-compatible pockets
keep all your stashed essentials handy. Three-way-adjustable, helmet-compatible hood, too.”
— Brian, Escape Route Whistler, 604.938.3228 and
Squamish 604.892.3228 escaperoute.ca

THE NORTH FACE FUSE BRIGANDINE
JACKET
“This is a tough jacket for real, big mountain conditions. Triple-layer HyVent® Alpha fabric provides
waterproofing and breathability while the new
FuseForm™ construction seamlessly reinforces
high-wear areas. This is your jacket of choice for
out-of-the-gates shredding or dawn patrol missions when the powder just can’t wait.”
— Jessica, The North Face Store, Whistler
Village 604.938.7432 thenorthface.com

Welcome to the Rocky Mountain
Chocolate Factory. A place where
dreams are made into reality. Witness
decadence as fudge, caramel,
brittle, and sponge toffee are made
before your eyes. Drown yourself in
a selection of our gourmet chocolates or indulge in one of our thirty
flavours of handmade ice cream.
Without a doubt we will please
every palate. Located across from
the whistler village gondola.

Whistler Resort Cabs offer taxi service
within Whistler and to Downtown
Vancouver and the Vancouver
Airport. We offer 6 and 7 passenger
AWD Vans and SUVs as well as
Wheelchair Accessible Service. Call
us for your taxi needs or book online
for Airport or Downtown
pickups/dropoffs.

Whistler’s Premier Printer.

Website rockychoc.com
Phone Number 604.932.4100
Location 4293 Mountain Square,
Whistler (by Whistler’s gondolas)

Website resortcabs.com
Phone Number 604.938.1515

Website ths.ca
Phone Number 604.932.6308
Location Suite 6-1365 Alpha Lk Rd
Function Junction, Whistler

Since 1986, people have been
coming to us for T-shirts, hoodies,
business cards, posters, stickers,
sandwich boards, banners and a
whole lot more. And, we are the
go-to printers for the Vancouver
Canucks. Come and see us in
Function Junction today. We’ll
make you look good.

ARC’TERYX PSIPHON SL PULLOVER
“Lightweight and compact, the Psiphon is available in men’s or women’s sizing and is perfect
for alpine climbing. Utilizing the new NYLAZ™
Softshell Material, this jacket is highly abrasion
resistant, windproof, air permeable and comes
with a featherweight hood that can be stowed
away in high winds. It’s a perfect match of fit and
performance.”
— James, ARC’TERYX Whistler, 604.962.9272
arcteryx.com

PEAK PERFORMANCE WOMEN’S HELI
GRAVITY JACKET
“The Heli Gravity jacket features a clean, comfy
style and offers reliable all-day protection whether
you’re skiing backcountry or snowboarding
inbounds. The high-performing Gore-tex® 3-layer
shell makes it virtually impossible for rain, slush
or snow to penetrate, but it also allows the body
to breathe and maintain a comfortable temperature. With a wealth of extra details like articulated
sleeves, goggles wiper and cable routing, this
is essential gear for your extreme outdoor
adventures.”
— Miranda, Peak Performance, Whistler Village
604.905.1183 peak-whistler.com

SUREFOOT CUSTOM SKI BOOTS
“After 32 years of crafting better ski boots Surefoot
has once again raised the bar to give you the
best fitting, best performing ski boots ever made.
Three new custom liners feature a new foam
delivery system that eliminates air pockets and
discomfort. They’re warmer, more durable and
give an extremely consistent fit throughout the
whole foot — you will feel the difference in your
first turn. Surefoot Custom Boots are available in
19 different models and ability-specific shells for
men and women and the new Contoura® liners
work with all brands and models of ski boots and
can turn an existing boot into a custom ski boot
that you need to ski to believe” – Sam, Surefoot,
Whistler Village, 604.938.1663 surefoot.com

R EP U BLI C
BI C Y C LES

Brackendale
VentureWeb is a Squamish based
digital agency that services adventurous
companies with desktop and mobile
marketing solutions. We work with
destinations like Tofino and Telluride,
brands like Santa Cruz Bicycles
and Genuine Guide Gear and
unique experiences like Bella Coola
Helisports and Island Lake Catskiing.

Half rock climbing specialty store, half
adventure gear consignment store.
Climb On Outwest brings you the
best of both worlds in new & used
equipment for summer and winter.
Need new gear? We carry all the best
brands and latest product for rock
climbing, or find great previously
loved items in our gear exchange!
Gear to sell? Turn old gear into new
experiences by bringing us your
in-season, gently used outdoor
adventure stuff and we will sell it on
your behalf for cash or store credit.
Winter Hours 10am to 7pm daily.

The closest bike shop to the infamous,
super-secret Brackendale pump
track, Republic is also conveniently
located right beside a coffee joint
so you can boost your energy levels
while setting yourself and your bike
up for success. Specializing in service
and sales, and a two-time winner of
“Best Bike Shop in Squamish” and
“Friendliest Staff,” Republic is “by the
people, for the people” and has been
a stand-out in Squamish in one form
or another since 2007.

Pursue your healthy, active lifestyle with
the help of Evergreen Physiotherapy &
Wellness. Specializing in: sports injury,
orthopaedic physiotherapy, pelvic floor
health and rehabilitation, perinatal
health, visceral manipulation, craniosacral therapy and real time ultrasound
imaging. Contact Karen Morgan,
your registered physiotherapist for a
consultation.

Website ventureweb.net
Phone Number 604.815.4542
Location Squamish, BC

Website climbonsquamish.com
Phone Number 604.892.2243
facebook.com/outwestsquamish

Website riderepublic.com
Phone Number 604.898.1953
Location 41340 Government Road
Brackendale - Squamish, BC
V0N 1H0

Website evergreenphysio.ca
Phone Number 604.849.4688
Location 41340 Brackendale –
Squamish
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GIRO TERRADURO SHOE
“The Terraduro™ was created to navigate the
demands of all-mountain riding and enduro where
on and off-the-bike performance are needed. This
durable shoe is built around a stout nylon shank
that pedals like a pure XC shoe, combined with
a grippy Vibram® rubber outsole that inspires
confidence when scrambling over rocks and logs.
The fit is secure and supportive thanks to a slim,
micro-adjustable buckle and two-strap closure system, while a reinforced toe box offers protection
from scrapes and impacts.”
— Jared, Summit Ski Bike Board, Whistler Village 604.932.6225 summitsport.com

HELLY HANSEN HH WARM FLOW 1/2 ZIP
TOP
“New for this season, Helly Hansen has taken
its tried-and-true HH Warm fabric and made it
even more functional. Adding Lifa Flow technology to this classic piece improves moisture
movement and temperature regulation. Lifa
fibres against your skin move moisture to the
outer, 100% pure merino wool layer where it is
wicked away to keep you dry. Whether you’re
smashing out groomer laps in 7th Heaven or
boot-packing the Stairmaster, HH Warm Flow
1/2 Zip will ensure you are dry, warm and
comfortable all day long.” – Jeff, Helly Hansen,
Westin Resort 604.932.0142 and Whistler
Village 604.932.0143 hellyhansen.com

ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE +

G I F T G A L L E RY
WHISTLER, BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA

A T B C / 2014 R E T A I L G A L L E R Y O F T H E Y E A R

SHOP.SLCC.CA
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SUMMER HOURS
Open Daily 9:30am – 5pm
1 866 441 7522
4584 Blackcomb Way
Whistler, BC Canada
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SMITH VANTAGE HELMET
“This is your ultimate West Coast mountain
helmet. The AirEvac 2 Ventilation gives you plenty
of adjustable venting to exhaust the heat vapour
on warm days and Smith’s Koroyd® inserts provide
a perfect balance between ventilation and safety.
The Adjustable Boa® FS360 Fit System offers 100
per cent head-to-helmet coverage that provides
the most comfortable fit in the industry. With high
comfort, ultimate venting, safety coverage and a
low profile, you are sure to love this helmet.”
— Meredith, Urban Alpine, Squamish
604.567.4492 urbanalpine.com

EDITOR’S PICK: MOUNTAIN LIFE HATS & T-SHIRTS BY ABSTRACT
METHOD
“First off, this is wearable art featuring interesting and engaging images by
local photographers and athletes.
Secondly, each piece says Mountain Life right on it. DO NOT wear these
things at a party if you want to be left alone.”
— Feet Banks, Mountain Life Store. mountainlifemag.ca

PRIOR KHYBER BOARD
“A long-running ride of choice amongst Whistler locals on those deep,
coastal pow days, the Khyber’s drastic tail taper allows this directional
shape to truly excel in the deepest of conditions. A tapered tail helps the
back end sink to relieve pressure and leg burn, while the large shovel creates ample float to provide a really surf-inspired ride. The Khyber features
our Hybrid Rocker Design — rocker in the nose and tail for added floatation
— with traditional camber underfoot for stability and rebound. With a name
derived from the infamous Khyber trees that face our Whistler facility, the
Khyber is guaranteed to produce face shots!”
— Emilie, Prior Skis, Function Junction, Whistler 604.935.1923
priorsnow.com

whistlerbounce.com
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&

the

contest
ENTER FOR A CHANCE* TO LIVE IT UP LARGE AT THE BIGGEST PARTY
OF THE YEAR IN NORTH AMERICA’S PREMIER WINTER PLAYGROUND

THIS $10,000 PACKAGE OF AWESOMENESS FEATURES
- Roundtrip airfare for two from anywhere in North America
during the 2015 World Ski & Snowboard Festival
- Deluxe accommodation for 5-nights at the Aava Whistler Hotel
- Extravagant $1000 dinner at the Bearfoot Bistro
- VIP tickets to MULTIPLICITY and more at the WSSF
- 5-day lift tickets at Whistler Blackcomb
- Two Scandinave Spa bath passes
- Two Helly Hansen jackets
- Two Momentum watches
- Two pairs SWANY gloves

+

Epic après, sunshine,
Bungee jumping, shot skis,
Free concerts, pow
and more.

ENTER BY MARCH 1ST AT
WWW.MOUNTAINLIFEMAG.CA/CONTESTS
*No purchase necessary. Contest closes March 01, 2015. For complete rules & regulations please visit mountainlifemag.ca/contests.

reuben krabbe photo

Welcome to the best
place on Earth
N o w se rv in g y o u in t w o g r e at lo c at i on s
Whistler
Creekside Village:
325-2063 Lake Placid Road,
Whistler BC

Squamish
S q ua m i sh S tat ion :
1200 Hunter Place,
Squamish BC

w w w . t h o r n h i l l r e a l e s t a t e g r o u p. c o m
1.877.747.1333

BACKPAGE

WHO
PARTIES
THE

HARDEST?
It doesn’t really matter,
but we had to ask . . .
To the victors go the spoils. DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION.

It’s never difficult to find a reason to celebrate
in the mountains. It’s always someone’s birthday,
or last day in town, or first day, or whatever,
and the simple beauty of where we live is reason
enough. But when the time comes to really let
loose, what tribe does it best?
Using anecdotal evidence gleaned from professional athletes, local bartenders, team managers
and two DJs, Mountain Life has come up with a
very non-scientific study to discover just that.
MOUNTAIN BIKERS
Too cheap to really party properly because their
gear costs so much, mountain bikers generally
only turn things up a notch when someone
else is paying the tab (and then, due to their
lack of practice, they usually self-destruct).
For sure, there are some heavy-metal-listening,
dirt-shredding, raging legends out there, but for
the most part the two-wheeled crowd is not in
contention.
RITUALS — Talking about their gear, Jager
Bombs and shotgunning beers.
GATHERING — Crankworx Whistler, August
7 – 16, 2015
ROCK CLIMBERS
Too broke and dirtbag to really navigate any
kind of social situation correctly, few rock
climbers achieve the status of party hero (the
exception that proves the rule is a guy named
Johnny Thrash). Also, rock climbing is not
hangover friendly — fighting gravity while placing
safety gear is not a lot of fun when your vision
is blurred and your tongue feels like someone
112 MOUNTAIN LIFE
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rammed a fresh roll of toilet paper into your
mouth.
RITUALS — Beer, wine and whiskey on the
summit, the Food Bank, and smoking.
GATHERING — Squamish Mountain Festival,
July 15 – 18, 2015
KITEBOARDERS
A lot of them have real jobs and they have to
drive to and from their spots, so these cats
really only get to party when they’re on holiday
ripping warm water in the tropics. Which totally
counts, but they lose points for not doing it
here at home.
RITUALS — Topless ragers you never hear
about because they’re on a boat in the South
Pacific three days from civilization.
GATHERING — Squamish Wind Festival, July
24 – 26, 2015
SURFERS
Hahahahaha. Apparently they can party quite
well, but most of them seem too tapped into the
natural flow of life and the universe to bother.
RITUALS — Acoustic guitar, the 100-mile stare,
knowing that there’s way more to life than
puking on your flip flops.
GATHERING —Rip Curl Pro, Tofino, date TBA
FLY FISHERMEN + FISHERWOMEN
These heavy hitters do their thing out on the
edges of civilization, on remote lakes and rivers

far from cops, closing times or families looking
to lodge a noise complaint. Plus, their entire
sense of being revolves around clean, cold,
constantly flowing water — hangovers are no
biggie when you can dip your head in a pristine
BC river at any time. Give a man a fish and he
will eat for a day. Teach him to fish and he will
out-party almost anyone.
RITUALS — Campfires, rye, smokes, and
pissing in your waders.
GATHERING — Squamish Cast & Blast, April
3 – 5, 2015
WINNERS! SKIERS & SNOWBOARDERS
Either tribe could take the title on any given
night, but few subcultures party as hard, as
often, or as naked as the wintersports crew.
Backcountry cabins, snowcaves, Toad Hall, The
Boot, Dusty’s, Seppo’s, The GLC, Sushi Village
— Whistler was built on the partying antics of
skiers and snowboarders so it’s a double gold
with a slim advantage to the skiers because
snowboarders still care what other people
think. Skiers know they are never going to be
the coolest, and they don’t care.
RITUALS — Drinking from a shoe if you spill a
drink, getting Smirnoff “Iced,” ripping off shirts
(own or others) while someone videos it, sake
bombs, Jack Daniels, and Fireball.
GATHERINGS — World Ski & Snowboard
Festival, April 10 – 19, 2015
- MJ Castor

Uniquely Whistler
Canadian Wilderness Adventures is a company built on passion.
Today there are many products available, but few have as much intent
behind them as those offered at Canadian. Every aspect of our tours has
love, fun, excitement, thrill and rejuvenation threaded throughout.
How else could we have existed so long – over 20 years now?
We set out each day with the goal of making our guests’ holiday better by
helping you to enjoy nature, try new things and leave Whistler inspired
and refreshed. We are Uniquely Whistler, and all of our guests are VIPs.
Hope you get to enjoy one of our tours.
Allan Crawford Co-owner & Founder

canadianwilderness.com

604.938.1616
Carleton Lodge
below the longhorn saloon
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WILDERNESS ADVENTURES

Create Your Perfect Ride With Prior!
step 1: pick your shape

step 2: match your profile

step 3: choose your construction

step 4: choose your topsheet
FULL CUSTOM!

step 5: choose your base graphic
FULL CUSTOM!

step 6: go shred.
Rider Owned & Operated Since 1990
priorsnow.com

